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Convenience
store opens in
Offenhauer
New campus store
has largest selection
of Ben and Jerry's Ice
cream | Page 3

Annual Greek
carnival comes
to campus

Students caught with air guns
By Candice Jones
Campus News Editor

When lien I'ulton 88W tilt1 i itv
police surround his next door
neighbors house on Troupe Sneet,
he didn't know what to think.
Then an officer came to his front
lawn and told him logo inside his
house and lock the door.

The police were responding to
a Ml 1 caller who told [hem two
white males were outside with
guns yesterday. Ilicv later arrested
two students tor inducing panic
about 4 p.m.
"We responded, not knowing what we had on our hands."
Sergeant Tony I letrick said
What thev lound were two

students, who had been playing
with ail guns in the front yawl ol
their house on the east coma ol
Woostei Street and troupe Street
Police could not release die names
ot the two students bj press time
\ttei searching the houseacross
the street and finding no guns, the
officers circled around the block.

Andasthev rounded the comer.

Hetrick srioiled one (it the peo
pie described In fhe9l l call Ihe
police set a perimeter around the
house, and Hetrick stopped and
confronted one ol the students.
Unaware ot what weapon the student had at the time, Hetrick asked
the student it he had a gun
when the student reached
.Hound behind his waist to get

the ail soli gun. Hetrick had to
pull his own gun
" those air soil guns look like
real guns." he said. "A lot like
real guns."
the second student arrived
minutes later with his air sou.
Both of the students were put into
ARREST

Outdoor carnival
expects huge student
turnout | Page J

rtual attac

Student's
votes, opinions
count too
Experts try to

Free Internet offers not always safe

increase the number
of student voters
| Page 4

E

Aviod viruses,
use protection
When using P2P.
other download
materials, users must
be careful | Page 4

Lebron
helps USA in
different ways
Coach K is getting
the best of Lebron by
utilizing all his talents
in Japan | Page 7

By Mc.iqh.tn Gcraghty
Reporter

Few things in this world are ever totally
free, and services that don't require payment should leave consumers skeptical about the motivation behind such
offers.
Yet with software companies, such
as Skype, that saturate the Interne)
with free otters and catchy slogans like.
"With Skype you can talk to anyone,
anywhere, for Iree, forever," It's no Surpi ise mam students accept the temptation and download the 11ee software
University senior lenniler Nelson is
one student who takes advantage ol tree
software because to her downloading
comes as second nature.
"Of course I download — who

people aren't doing it, people should
question what the motivation is behind
these companies.
Kent Strickland, Information Security
Officer at the University, has doubts
about the software.
"Potentially, free software ol any kind
can be problematic ... any kind of file
sharing has |the potential ol introducing risks to computers," Strickland said
In his eyes, companies which offet
free software such as Skype, I imewire
and ka/aa, ma) he motivated to do so
as a waj to build individual resumes,
gain initial popularity for the company
oi express political beliefs about limiting software.
Either way. with no revenue from
free services, companies are left with

doesn't!" wondered Nelson.

But rather than wondering why more

Falcon
Volleyball
improves to 1-1

See SERVICES Paqe6

[ -

Freshman Corey

**'mim*t<m*

Domek's 22 kills help
BGtobeatCSUM
| Page 7
BRANDON WIUUMS AND BBIDGtl CAMIN

The good die
young
At 116 years old.
Maria Esther de
Capovilla. the worlds
oldest person,
died Sunday from
pneumonia | Page 5
"Will you be voting in
the 2006 mid-term
elections?

New athletic center to provide
more room, bragging rights
By Alison Kamp
Features Editor

I luce years of planning and
almost nine months of construction has culminated into a
frame that will soon be the Seho
Athletic Center.
Ihe center, located at the
north end zone of Doyt Perry
Stadium, is not slated to be done

until February 2007.
ASHLEY ONYIA
Junior. Business and
Prelaw

"Heck yeah. I pay
taxes. I might as well.
I'm tired of the way
the government's
being run." | Page 4

TODAY
Showers
High: 78. Low 59

TOMORROW
Partly Sunny
High: 76. Low: 61

k

"It's been cool watching |the
Sebo Centerj go up, especially
watching the progress to know
that it's more than just talk," said
Kory l.ichtensteiger, a captain
and starting center on the football team.
The center will be home to
42,000 square feet of weight
and strength training areas,
a sports medicine and rehabilitation facility, meeting
rooms and football offices
that will be available to use by
the University's athletes, said
Jim Klsasser, assistant athletic
director for internal affairs.
"Construction is progressing,
but we did encounter a delay
with an elevator shaft and walls,"
Elsasscrsaid. "|Some| wallshave
to be totally replaced."
The band stands will not
be completed in time for the

football season because of
other construction that must
be met first.
"We can't pour |the concrete!
until other milestones are met,"
I -kisser said.
About $6.35 million in donations has been made fot the
$7.5 million facility, said Mania
Sloan Latta, the director ot
development ihe largest donation. S3.5 million, was made by
Bob and Karen Sebo.
This donation of half of
the original estimated cost of
construction gave the Sebos
naming lights.
Bob Sebo, a BGSU alumnus
and Board of Trustees mem
ber, said the donation is to help
provide what is needed lor the
University to have a good athletic program, lie explained
that attractive facilities bring
more notoriety to a school,
which in turn, will attract students to the school.
football
coach
Gregg
Brandon said the facilitj
is needed in order for BGSU
athletics to stay competitive.
"I've seen it done, what a
Ifacility such as the Sebo
Center) can do for a program,"
SEBO
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Lesbian singer visits Student Union
By Sarah Virost

Described on bet Wfeb sue as
"possessing the vok e of an angel
with a pack a da) habit," ludlth
\\ cis is an artist win ise nuisi, lias
a universal message most people
can relate to.
Avers, an alternative country folk singer, will make a
slop here on her national tout
at II:.ill tonight at the Union

Falcon's Nest,
Avers is a lesbian singer who
sits with her guitar as a one

woman band expressing her
thoughts and sharing hei Ideas,
according to Nick) Damania,
director ol the resource center for the group, i esbian Ga)
Bisexual Iransgendet All)
Queer 'Questioning
"Her music calls oui to people
to simpt) enjoj music as it is.
enjo) life as It is and to enjoj
music just as ii is." Damania said
I ler music is simple, using
link her gtiitai ,»n\ her voice
She writes about human themes
such as love and loss, as well
as main oilier issues teenagers

Campus involvement
LGBTA Q/VISION:

lace in llieii lives, according to
herWehsue
Vvers has been on the road
since eait) luly, sharing her music
with people In t Iregon, ( otorado,
SINGER Page 2

FAA admits to air traffic violation
By Jeffrey McMurray
The Associated Press

LEXINGTON, kv
ihe lone
air traffic controller on duty the
morning Comair Might 5191
crashed cleared the jet for takeoff, then turned his back to do
sonie "administrative dudes"
as the aircraft veered down the
wiong runway a federal investigator said yesterday
Separately the Federal Aviation
Administration acknowledged
violating its own policies when ii
assigned onlv one controller to

the Lexington tower
I In- commuter jet struggled
to gei airborne and crashed in
a field before daybreak Sunday
killing 4)1 ol the SO people
aboard, aftei taking off from a
3,500-fbol runway instead of an
adjoining one that was twice
as long Experts said the plane
needed al leasi ."..(Kill feel fol
takeoff. Ihe sole survivor, first
officer lames I'olehinke. was in
critical condition yesterda)
The air traffic controller had
an unobstructed view ot the
runways and had cleared the

aircraft fm takeofl from the
longer runway said National
transportation Safety Hoard
ineiiihei Debbie I lersnian.
[hen, "he turned bis back to
perform administrative duties."
Hersman said. "Al that point he
was doing a traffic count"
The controller, whose name
was ilot released, had been working at the Lexington airport for
17 years and was hilly qualified,
Hersman said.
Polehinke was flying the plane
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SEBO
From Page 1

JORDAN HOWES
GET DOWN NOW: Sqi Hetnck dram a qun on om
released by the poke by press time, when he is accuser
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and carpeting Inside.

will appear in court this morning ID make their plea. Inducing

ARREST

panic, in the way the two are
accused, is considered a first

From Page 1

degree misdemeanor.
the back of police cruisers and
their guns were confiscated.
Neighbors were standing on
the sidewalks and wondering
what had happened. The campus
police ;I!M> came to the scene.
But one ol the studi'iil's room
mall's. Tytel Sharpe, said there
wasn't any lianiiful intent
"They've played with those
inside the house before," he said
The students were taken to the
Wood County lustier ( enter, and

Brandon said. "I think it will
get us to a point on the same
level as other Division I programs. Ifwewanttoremaina
first class Division I program,
we need to step up."
The Sebos have been a part
of the design and construction
processes. Their ideas have
been used for the design of the
building to the color of the walls

the maximum penalty the students face if their case goes to
conn is si\ months in jail and a
$10,000 line.

OtypoUceSergeantAlanl arsey
stressed the importance of ritis
particular situation because it
concerned the safety of the whole
cninniunily.Wlicii the police get a
911 call involving guns, they have

to lake it seriously
"Anytime firearms are involved,
it's not a pretty situation," he said.

"The Sebo Center will give
111, a nice cornerstone to walk
student athletes through,"
Klsasser said.
Bob Sebo said that a facility
such as the Sebo Center will

CRASH
From Page 1
when it crashed, but it was the
flight's captain, Jeffrey Clay, who
taxied the aircraft onto the wrong
runway, Hersman said. Clay
then turned over die controls to

generate a sense of pride in the
BGSU community.
"It will get students to come,
and alumni are proud," he said.
"Happy, proud alumni donate.
It's one big, fun circle."
Brandon is looking forward
to the space that the Sebo
Center will provide. Currently
there is no meeting room for
the football team, so meetings occur in Olscamp, the
Union and in the Math and
Science Building.
Lichtensteiger is anticipating the bragging rights that will
come with the new facility.
Hesaidoneofthemaindifferences between Mid-American
Conference and Big Ten schools
is the facilities. Now there won't
be that distinction.
In addition to this dona-

tion, the Sebos provide
money for many scholarships at both the collegiate
and high school levels.
"At a younger point in life,
it would have been easier
had I had scholarships," Bob
Sebo said,
Nowhehastheabilitytoassist
others with financial need.
"I took it upon myself to give
help," Bob Sebo said.
One of his high school
scholarships is for students at
Salem High School who participate in two or more extracurricular activities.
"I think it Is very important that
a student at the high school or
collegiate level have exposure to
more than grades and books —
working with people, for people
and leadership," Bob Sebo said.

Itolehinke for takeoff, the investigator said.

airport, according to I lersman.
She said Clay had been there
six times in the past two years,
and Polehinke had been there
10 times In the past two years
— but neither had been to the
airport since a laxiway repaving
project just a week earlier that
had altered the taxiway route.
Earlier yesterday, the FAA
admitted it violated a policy,
outlined in a November 2005
directive, requiring that control
tower observations and radar
approach operations be handled
by separate controllers.
FAA spokeswoman Laura
Brown said the controlki at the
I.exington airport had to do his
own job — keeping track of airplanes on the ground and in the
air up to a few miles away — as
well as radar duties.
Before Hersman's briefing yesterday, the N'I'SB said
Polehinke was flying the plane;
it made no mention of Clay
being the one who taxied the
plane into position.
Polehinke's mother. Honey
lackson, said her son is not to
blame for the crash, and she
asked people to be patient until

Polehinke was pulled from
the burning plane after the
crash but has not been able
to tell investigators why the
pilots tried to take off from the
wrong runway.
Both crew members were
familiar with the Lexington

Congratulations to the following fraternity men
and sorority women who made the

Spring 2006 Dean's list!
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Alison Burichaii

k;ir.i Uuilcr
Lindsay Cobb
Adrianne DeVille
famii' linrlli
Kaihryn Pfschei
Jennifer Herold
Kaiy Hoffman
Kristen Koebd
Alexis KoUay
Jennifer Kunes
Jaclyn Led iniky
Whitney McCroson
1 niily Mow iv
Sarah Pechaitis
Andrea Schmiiz
Kelly Shanabergcr
Annie Trtmbell
Lauren Venzel
: kittle

Cam! Webster
\ubii zlnipflH

WnlfflfFMinil
Rebecca Bir
Stacey Coulter
Valerie Crisi
Jennifer Daughters
April Dix
Entity Draper
Jennifer Fletcher
Misty llamblin
I ynn 1 ottman
Sarah Ottetbacher
Alana Price
Katrina Schultz
Cheryl Sommers
Jessica Staley
Veronica TYinldad
Alpha Kappa Alpha
Ki.iiuli.t (.i.th.iin
Chanel Griffith
Breyana Lowe
i
V.
Ashley Alper
Briana Ambrosjc
AndreannaDay
Michelle Doyle
Courtney Pitch
Stephanie Cans
Caroline Gass
Megan llarrah
Jessica Upps
Brittany Lopez
Stefanie Mcnoff
Stefanic Miller
Amber Nelson
l lizabeth Rausch
Chelsea Shawen

Elizabeth Room
Kristen Braemer
Kelly Clarson
TanaCoudrtet
Hannah Geyer
Ginger GuzdtnsU
Jamie Hamilton
Jennifer Heighten
Katie Kostyack
Chelsea lambdin
Sarah Messinger
lessica Molina
Allison Moore
Sara Moore
lenna Penrotto
Jenna Ramey
Amanda Rlggenbach

Kristen Ross
Theodora Rousos

SaraSctJJ
Bonnie Sickles
K.iiherine Smiliv
Allison Strawn
lenniferTaylor
Blair Watson
MeridithWhitsel

miiiHirw
Daniel Clark
]i,hiui!h.ni Edmund
1
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Trina Baranski
Katrina Barton
Patricia Batchetoi
Jessica Beck
la/mine Bennett
Kristen Bilewicz
Megan Hrautigam
Laura Brenner
K,in ma ( aldwell
MardCandc
Kelly (lark
Anne I)'Amlco
Meghann Ford
Michelle I usi, i
Anna Godden
Mm Crecol
Whitney Hayes
Sandra Ha/ners
Nicole Hesse
Maura llorion
Saralohns
Kate KlnLson
Kenneth Ko/losky
Christine loh
Sarah Manley
MIM'V Manor
Kathiyn McDonald
Stephen McGuirc
i ryssa Nnrthey
Natalie Olson
Ion Patterson
Katherine Ritz
iltihany Robinson
Kmily Ruckcl
Holly Sam'nmn
Megan Sankey
Kathleen Weber
Jessica Wurstlc
Lauren Ziegler

uaa
m
ZacharyArnns
Eric Crumrinc
Steven Dutton
Michael Finclli
Nicholas Gill
Matthew lltimberger
Glenn McBrlde
RyanMcNulty
Mark Novak
Cody Pignotti
Rocco Sciarabba
JohnToth
fohn Turner
Andrew Wordcn
Benjamin Wright

Carln Bertoldl
Heidi BoOin
Pamela Bryndal
Melissa Dennison
Jessica Dill
Kelly lagle
Kara I nglefield
Katherine Guzik
Mum Heller
Samautha Hill
Jennifer Holden
Leah llrycyk
Stephanie l eaka
Kelly Lilak
Caitlin Mclaggart
Stephanie Melillo
Molly Murley
Amanda Murray
Jacqueline Nagy
Qtzabeth Paroi>ck
AnnaPrincic
Ionian Prugar
Morgan Schumacher
Carrie Smith
lissji a 1 Ksin
Hoffman
Amanda Wlnfield
Bethany Winovich
Sherry Zajec
Shannon /avracky
lalrne Zbterajewskl

Devon Bitter
Ashley Box
layColcman
Sarah Comte
Michelle Orexlei
Sara Du Plaga
I mily Kverly
Ashley Gyurke
Mary Maheu
Kristen Macinkowski
Katie Mathlea
GinaMeehl
jana Messaroa
Amanda Mills
Megan Sebo
BriltaniShaw
CinaSnydcr
Heather limstead
Sara /.immerman

Ihninas BaliiU
Jason Buckley
Matthew DeStcphen
Timothy Georges
Richard Jennings
William Johnson
Shane Lewis
Artie Starrier
Leo Svoboda
Alex Wright
Anthony/inni

Aleciii Barrett
Connie Gonzales

CalHe Canter

Amanda Apatzky
Nicole Barrett
Jessica Beane

r.iiiiVii'iJiM
Matthew Achmoody
Tony Almaguer
Anthony Armaly III
Mackinlcy
Frederickson
Dean Hoyt
Craig Mack
Steven Pascoe
Christopher Pletcher
Robert Pohlman

Karen Chlopccki
Andrea Daley

Jennifer (lasted
Jenna Fisher
Lynnc Koerner
Ashley Lombardo
Marissa McCarthy
Jessica Naumann
Jessica Ramirez
Rachel White
I..iiniii.i Phi Hetit

Katherine Bigalia
Jeremy lehinan
Devln Moon
Eric Ybung

Kryslal Naples
Nicole Schlagheck
lacqueline Starkey
Kelly Weaver
Erin Wells

Brandy Chimney
I inily Kalbflctsch
Ashley I uniin
Amy Lutz
Sarah McGrath
Cynthia Meadows
Molly Meyer
Michelle Mormilc

Anthony Chu
Jonathan llalverstadt
Philip Hippley
aifford Spickler
Eric Stille

David Bechtel
Andrew Crockett
Joseph Koval
Ryan Uffel
Brandon Welsh

Lh' LIM
Michelle Adam
Melissa Bauer
Kelly Bowman
I fan ne Ellerbrock
Emily Hasel man
Amanda Hovest
Jodi Hovest
Julie Meyer
Shannon Proehl
Andrea Scott
Megan Webster
KristinaWulber
Danielle Zeiler
Panliellrilir t nunril
l.xecutlve Board

Kathleen Fish
Sarah Pctersen

Melissa Carlln
Meghan Geraghty
I Jndsay Gressley
Sarah Hebcrecht
Jennifer Kundtz
Klmberiy Lovltt
Emily Porter

Llli.'lll MM

Robert Lelito
Joseph Utzinger
Matthew Milosovlc
Jason Thompson

IIIUVI

Erika Andrews
Michelle Garnsey
Courtney Holllster
Julia Mushaben
Lyndscy Reese
Nicole Robison
Kelly Roby
Margaret Thomas
Kathleen Wocrncr

Caitlin Bainter
Amber Browning
LfndscyGaal
lenna Gable
Amanda Garrison
Kelly Grieve
Erika Hatvani
Rachel Lewis
Samantha Massau
Heather Mcisner
Kerrighari Michael
Allison Opelt
Jill Phlipot
Tara Plank
Brittany Raburn
Kara Schmlt
Alyssa Sommer
April Stcnger
SaraWhitacre
Andrea Whi inter

Anthony Colarusso
Bradley Kloetzly
Scan Martin
Randy Patton
William SchlekJe
Kevin Stachowski

ii l'i "1

Jeffrey Fichtclman
James Merker
Matthew Walters
Andrew Youngberg

Jill Distel
Katherine Fanning
Louise Frey
Nicole Grisak
Lauren Guth
Meghan Honeywell
Alia Kadri
Lauren Kerpsack
Kasie Kimball
Kristin Langenbach
Nessa Livingston
Mallory Nauss
Kristen Radke
Lauren Rutkowskf
Melailie SaDO
Amy Seymore
Morgan Thomas
Cassandra Vinson

Zachary Buttertleld
Jordan Friel
loel Robinson
VJncenzo Spallino
Cameron Tanner

Erica Burger
Rachel Crowe
Megan Houghtaling
Calilin Jones
Morgan Mattey
Lindsay Nicholson
Chelsea Obrock
Erica Ott
Erica Powers
Kaitlyn Rlchter
Abby Sarks
Shelley Vandervort

Blanca Arriazola
Kimberly Brunn
Kari Burmelster
Megan DcWolf
Laurel Gans
Tiffany Gorby
Sarah Hamen
iisaKahle
Heather Kovacs
Danielle Maune
Mamie Molen
Kimberly Peters
Sarah Porter
Caitlin Sponielli
MaryStelneman
K i ist i Sulewskl
Andrea Vantaggi

Elena Alex
1-cahBeechy
I .nit,'ii DeGoricla

BLOTTER
Monday
9:36 a.m.

-■ at Ridge El-'1
■orted to be unruly.
Police transported juvenile
I Spoke with his mother who refused to tak*1
sion paperwork the principal
9:50 a.m.
ieported trying to get
ment on E. Merry Avenue.

H
wanted on the property and if
■

9:55 a.m.
Police advised that a dog was
hanging out of H
dow on N. Grove Street. The
■ »d home and
the dog was secured.
1:10 p.m.
A woman on Scott Hamilton
Avenue reported being
H

temet
1:41 p.m.
A woman reported her purse
If she was at
■

■

.-

.

2:26 p.m.
I
.

■

. Vest.
5:51 p.m.
Apede '

k by a
■

Avenue. The victim
6:05 p.m.
i on E.
Napoleon Road reported buri nissing.
6:14 p.m.
'■■ice in
■

gone prior to arrival.
9:05 p.m.
■

ec locker
11:55 p.m.
■

I . .
nig marijuana in Har I

"Her music will show
somone's sexuality
doesn't mean that's
all they are."

SINGER
From Page 1

New Mexico, New York and now
Bowling Green. This is her firs!
time performing at lie ,sl I.
Avers, who is from southwest Kansas, just released
her latest CD in My. titled
"Strong Hands."
When she hasn't been performing she's kept busy for the
past year with an organization
called "High Rocks," a tuitionfree four-year program in West
Virginia that educates young
women while providing them
with the resources to develop
and become strong leaders.
Though Avers is a lesbian
folk artist, her music can
touch anyone, regardless of

lent of Vision

sexual orientation.
"Her musk will show someone's sexuality doesn't mean
that's all they are," said Eric
Crumrine, president of VISION.
I tor music has a whole range of
human emotion."
This performance will kick off
the year for the LGBTA-Q.
"We will just be sitting around
enjoying each other's company,"
Damania said. "Anyone looking
for something to do can come
by. Everyone is welcome."

^E£f
Christopher Greggila
Floyd Johnson
Logan 1 in hy
Ryan McDermott
John Siileris
Sifima Kappa

David Alison
Aaron Burkart
David Dolinsky
Joseph Gregory
Francis Major III
Kyle Pechak
Brett Sebblo
Adam Snyder

POLICE

Molly Famer
Heather Glllln
Kaleena Headlee
Amy Kirk
Grelchen Keskosky
Chrisllne Loy
Allison M,Mirer
Laura Pellssier
Monica Smith
tackle Thompson
Bethany Turner

Adam Carroll
Christopher
Kundmueller
Nicholas Mlnlch
Krishna Mutgi

rr'ii'iiiii-i'iiBl
Timothy Albrethsen
leftrey Cornelius
lason Klein
Dylan Shepherd
Michael Woodall

The Average
Greek has
a higher
PA Than
the averaqe

Graduate
You deserve an UPGRADE!
Studio apartments available!

Alesha Davis
Shalna Lighifoot
Remlka Marshall
loandra Wilson

Summer, semester, or year leases
Low as J425 per month
Includes all utilities
Laundry facilities

•
•
•
•

Stove, fridge, microwave. 25" TV
Ful cable VWHBO - S207month
Outdoor pool use
Fully furnished

* Condominiums for rent!
Beautiful ranch style condominiums
$650/monthpfusUDWies
Washer and dryer hook up

Excellent location for BGSU faculty
Stove, fridge, dishwasher, disposal
Jacuzzi tub in some units
Quiet tenants desired • Den/Office in some units
1or2Bedroom • Centralair

Leadership • Scholarship • Brotherhood/Sisterhood • Community Service

CAMPUS

WWWBGNEWS.COM

Union Oval hosts
fifth annual Greek
Carnival today

Wednesday. August 50.2006 3

GET A LIFE

Eateries provide new takeout options

calendars and submissions To submit an
evenr. e-mail thenev*s@bgnewscom and

By Freddy Hunt
Reporter

By JanMn Morgan

This tat is compiled using local event

we'll Iry to gel it in.

Reporter

Temptations at the Towers SHOP-N-GO

For the 88 percenl of students at
the University who aren't members of a Greek organization, their
questions about Greek life will
soon be answered.
The fifth annual Greek Carnival,
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m today in
the Union Oval, is hosted by the
Greek councils and is sponsored
by Greek Affairs.
Each of the 42 fraternities and
sororities on campus will have
booths set up with information
about their organizations.
'We're expecting participation
from all four councils and each
chapter within that council,"
said Karri Moore, coordinator for
Greek Affairs.
There will be five new chapters
this year, giving students more
options to choose from.
"Hopefully, chapters will be
more willing to be open as far as
talking with students, besides,
there'll be some refreshments
there, so people should come
out," said Leo Svodoba, Recruiting
Director of IFC
The new chapters include Alpha
Phi Omega, Delta Xi Phi, Sigma
Alpha Epsilon, Omega Phi Alpha
and Alpha Kappa Delta.
The Greek Carnival still intends
to attract more students into crossing over to
GREEK FACTS
Greek Life.
"I

went

■ Open seven days a week:
Monday

Union Art Gallery
■ Located on the main level of Offenhauer Towers
■ Second largest convenience store on campus
■ Built to replace the GT E*ptess. once located in Mc Donald next to the
dining area
■
■
■
■
■
■

is welcome, loo. Aclors. prepare a monologue or be prepared lo do a cold reading.

■ Expected to open Sept 11 next to the McDonald dining area, where the
GT once was
■ Open seven days a week:
Friday - Sunday
7 pm. • 1 am
Monday - Thursday
8 pm -1 am.
■ Will offer pizza, milkshakes, ice cream sundaes and icebergs
■ Hopes to offer sandwiches, salads and pizza delivery shortly after the
grand opening
■ Name was inspired by the "Saved by the Bell" hangout. The Max
■ Offers comfortable seating for waiting and hanging out
■ Hopes to install cable television for game nights and other popular TV
programs
■ Once The Mac's Pizzeria is complete, pizza will be ava^able at every food
service on campus

Singers, prepare vour bes! 16 bai
accompanist will be available Dancers,
be prepared lo dance. Productici
October 26.27 28 at 8 pm. and October
29 at 5 p.m.
400 University Hall

Faculty Artist Series:
Charles Saenz, trumpet
' - -itunng
Prole isor Saenz and pianisi LauM
Free and open lo the pubJic.
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical

■ 75 percent of

Credit card payments prove costly for college students, says UWM survey
By Paul G<«.

"Certainly building credit - good credit - is

MCT

MILWAUKEE — As both a
professional consumer conn
selor and the mother of a
19-year-old son who is about
to go off to college. Connie
Kilmark has no qualms about
what to do with the three-orso credit card applications the
young man receives in the mail
each week.
"I shred them." she said.
The last thing her son —
or any new college student
who probably won't have a
steady source of income for
at least four years — needs
is the temptation to spend
money he doesn't have, said
Kilmark, who runs the financial counseling firm Kilmark &
Associates in Madison.
"He has more financial
common sense than average
because he's heard me talk for
so long," Kilmark said. "That
doesn't mean he has the habits
ingrained inside of him. He's
still a beginner."
As young adults go off to
school, many will do so as
beginners in the world of personal finance. Some, college
finance experts say, are certain to cave into the bombardment of credit card solicitations they receive.
The trouble is that many
won't realize what they're really
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essential in today's world."
JaneHog.v

doing when they use plastic.

They're making purchases bj
borrowing at high interest rates
and. at the same time, establishing a credit history that will
follow them for years,
"Certainly building credit
— good credit — is essential
in today's world," said lane
Unjan-Clark, director of financial aid at the University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee. "But
for the individual who is not
savvy and really is not financially literate, credit cards can
be very dangerous."
A national survey published
last year by the college loan
organization Nellie Mae found
thai 76 percenl of undergraduates started the2004 school yen
with credit cards and that the
average outstanding balance
was $2,327.
A survey of 2,300 UWM students last spring revealed that
86 percent had at least one
Credit card, and that 23 percent of card-holders carried a
monthly balance of between
51,000 and almost 55,000.
That's expensive debt —
often at an 18 percenl interest rate or more — on top of

obligations Students arc accumulating from college loans
and, in main cases, living on
their own foi the Brei time.
Students who make minimum
monthly payments on credit
cauls often don't understand
the true cost ot theii borrowing,
college financial experts said.
Hanks and card issuers
pursue college students
because they represent potential new, long-term customers.
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Arts Center

Wednesdays in the Pub:
The Argonauts
Black Swamp Pub

American Marketing
Association Meeting
Come and see wnai the Am
Marketing Assooaiion is all abc il
majors are welcome - free pizza and pop
The BG AMA is in the lop 10 ol
chapters in ihe entire i r
Business Administration 1007

OUR GIANT
PARTY SUBS
ARE BIG ENOUGH

TO BRIDGE ANY

LANGUAGE
BARRIER.

www.GreokBGSU.com

Wednesday, August 30
Dale K. Comedic Hypnotist
9:30pm • Bowen Thompson Student
Onion, Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Experience "explosive
humor, frenzied
hypnotic tendencies
and unpredictable
physical comedy." Dale
K's performance will
leave you laughing.
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Perhaps surprisingly students
tend noi to be considered highrisk borrowers b\ lenders, said
Marie O'Malley, vice president
of marketing for Nellie Mae
rhej are in college. It's
anticipated that the) will
graduate and gel jobs, and it
they do incur any debt while
iii school they will be able to
pay ii oil when they graduate,
And there is also an underlying assumption with some card
companies that the parents will
step in if their child gets in trouble and help pa) oil am cauls.'
said O'Malley.

Greeks raised
over $70,000
for charity
* last year.
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Auditions for "All the
World's a Stage"
singers and dancers needed. Other talent

The Macs Pizzeria
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Greek Carnival

transfer sludenls Irom all mapis Aclors.

Greek
because
hat least one
it's a great
othef student
place to be
organization.
and I feel a
■ Tneavefage
strong bond
overall Greek
with
my
GPA is higher
fraternity. 1
than the average
want to give
undergraduate
GPA
that same
■ Fraternities
opportuand soron ties
nity to other
spent 157000
people,"
on academic
Svodoba
incentives last year.
said.
■ More than
To go
$70,000 was
along with
raised for chanty
Greek
last year by the
Carnival is a
Greek community
recruitment
■ Greek communtty
session for
performed more
those interthan 60.000
community service
ested
in
hours.
Panhellenic
sororities,
taking place from 10a.m. to2p.m.
Thursday in the lawn outside of
McDonald Hall.
In the event of inclement weather, the carnival will l>e moved to
Olscamp 101.
"One thing that really appealed
to me about Greek was the unity
amongst the sorority," saidTiemey
Grayson, president of National
Pan-Hellenic Council.
About 6,000 to 8,000 students
are expected to attend the carnival, according to Grayson.
"I'm expecting an overall
amount of people, due to the bigger freshmen class," she said. "It
should be a nice crowd."
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Ten to IS percent less inventory than the GT
No deli or ice cream by the scoop
More freezer goods than the GT
Largest selection of Ben and Jerrys ice cream on campus
Offers a customized ordering system for items that are not m stock
Specialized orders can be placed in store or online
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Gallery Exhibit: Something
Blue & Art Expo 2006

<_' ; JE WORLDS CREATES! SANDWICH DELIVERY

1616 E. W00STER AVE.
419.352.7203
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CATERING SO FAST
YOU'LL FREAK'
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8URRIT0S100'/, OFF! THAT'S RIGHT. FREE.
Visit our restaurant atWooster & Campbell Hill, and we'll give you a FREE BURRITO
Wednesday, August 30th, 11 AM - 8 PM.
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SEBO
From Page 1

JOMMN ROWER I IHEB&NtWS
GET DOWN NOW: Sot. Hetnd dram a gun on one student whose name could not be
released by the poke by press time, when he is accused of inducing panic.

ARREST
From Page 1
the back of police cruisers and
their guns were confiscated.
Neighbors were standing on
the sidewalks and wondering
what had happened. The campus
police also came to the scene.
But one of the student's roommates, Tyler Sliarpe, said Ifaan
wasn't any hannftil intent.
"They've played with those
inside the house before," he said.
The students were taken to the
Wood County lustice (enter, and

will appear in court this morning to make their plea. Inducing
panic, in the way the two are
accused, is considered a first
degree misdemeanor.
The maximum penalty the students face if their case goes to
court is six months in jail and a
$10,000 fine
('i (y police Sergeant Alan Carsey
stressed the importance of this
particular situation because it
concerned the safety of the whole
community. When the police get a
911 call involving guns, they have
to take it seriously.
"Anytime firearms are involved,
it's not a pretty situation," he said.

Brandon said. "1 think it will
get us to a point on the same
level as other Division 1 programs. If we want to remain a
first class Division 1 program,
we need to step up."
The Scbos have been a part
of the design and construction
processes. Their ideas have
been used for the design of the
liu i Id i i tg to the color of the walls
and carpeting inside.
"The Sebo Center will give
BG a nice cornerstone to walk
student athletes through,"
Elsasser said.
Bob Sebo said that a facility
such as the Sebo Center will

generate a sense of pride in the
BGSU community.
"It will get students to come,
and alumni are proud," he said.
"Happy, proud alumni donate.
It's one big, fun circle."
Brandon is looking forward
to the space that the Sebo
Center will provide. Currently
there is no meeting room for
the football team, so meetings occur in Olscamp, the
Union and in the Math and
Science Building.
Lichtensteiger is anticipating the bragging rights that will
come with the new facility.
Hesaidoneofthemaindifferences between Mid-American
Conference and Big Ten schools
is the facilities. Now there won't
be that distinction.
In addition to this dona-

tion, the Sebos provide
money for many scholarships at both the collegiate
and high school levels.
"At a younger point in life,
it would have been easier
had 1 had scholarships," Bob
Sebo said.
Now he has the ability to assist
others with financial need.
"I took it upon myself to give
help," Bob Sebo said.
One of his high school
scholarships is for students at
Salem High School who participate in two or more extracurricular activities.
"I think it is very important that
a student at the high school or
collegiate level have exposure to
more than grades and books —
working with people, for people
and leadership,'' Bob Sebo said.

Polehinke for takeoff, the investigator said.
Polehinke was pulled from
the burning plane after the
crash but has not been able
to tell investigators why the
pilots tried to take off from the
wrong runway.
Both crew members were
familiar with the Lexington

airport, according to Hersman.
She said Clay had been there
six times in the past two years,
and Polehinke had been there
10 limes in the past two years
— but neither had been to the
airport since a laxiway repaying
project just a week earlier that
had altered the taxiway route.
Earlier yesterday, the FAA
admitted it violated a policy,
outlined in a November 2005
directive, requiring that control
tower observations and radar
approach operations be handled
by separate controllers.
FAA spokeswoman Laura
Brown said the controller at the
Lexington airport had to do his
own job — keeping track of airplanes on the ground and in the
air up to a few miles away — as
well as radar duties.
Before Hersman's briefing yesterday, the NTSB said
Polehinke was flying the plane;
it made no mention of Clay
being the one who taxied the
plane into position.
Polehinke's mother, Honey
Jackson, said her son is not to
blame for the crash, and she
asked people to be patient until

CRASH
From Page 1
when it crashed, but it was the
flight's captain, Jeffrey day, who
taxied the aircraft onto the wrong
runway, Hersman said day
then turned over the controls to

Congratulations to the following fraternity men
and sorority women who made the

Spring 2006 Dean's list!

Christy Bnkach
Alison Burkhart
Kara Butler
I indsayCobb
Adrianne DeVille
Jamie FIneUi
Kathryn Fischer
Jennifer llerold
katy Hoffman
Kristen Koebel
Alexis Kollay
Jennifer Kunes
laclyn Ledlnsky
WhimeyMcCrosnn
Emily Mowry
Sarah Pechaitis
Andrea Schmiiz
Kelly Shanaberger
Annie Trimbell
laurenVtnzd
Vanessa VI (ale
(.imi Webster
Aubri Zimpfer
Rebecca Bir
Stacey Coulter
Valeric (risi
lennifer Daughters
April Dix
Lmily Draper
lennifer Fletcher
Misty Hamblin
Lynn 1 oilman
Sarah Ottetbaeher
Alana Price
KatrinaSchull/
Cheryl Sommers
Jessica Staley
Veronica Trinidad
Alpha Kappa Alpha
Kiandra Graham
Chanel Griffith
Breyana Lowe
\l|ih.i OmUrnil PI

Ashley Alper
Briana Ambrosic
Andreanna Day
Michelle Doyle
Courtney Fitch
Stephanie Gans
Caroline (lass
Megan Harrah
lessica Upps
Brittany Lopez
Stefanie Mcnoff
Stefanie Miller
Amber Nelson
Elizabeth Rausch
Chelsea Shawn
Elizabeth Boom
Kristen Braemer
Kelly U arson
TanaCoudrict
Hannah Geyer
Ginger GuzdansH
Jamie Hamilton
Jennifer Heighton
Katie Kostyack
Chelsea l-ambdin
Sarah Messlnger
lessica Molina
Allison Moore
Sara Moore
lenna Perrotto
Jenna Ramey
Amanda Riggenbach

Kristen Ross
Theodora Rousos
Sara Scalf
Bonnie Sickles
Kathe rine Smiley
Allison Strawn
Jennifer Taylor
itlaii Watson
MeridiihWhiisel
Daniel Clark
Johnathan Edmund
TrlnaBaranski
Katrina Barton
I'anicia Batchelor
lessica Beck
tazmine Bennett
Kristen Bilewicz
Brau tigam
I am.i Brenner
Katrine CaJdweJI
Unm ("ancle
Kelly Clark
Anne D" Amico
Meghann Ford
Michelle Foster
AniuiGodden
[ohnGrecol
Whitney Hayes
Sandra Ha/nrrs
Nicole Hesse
Maura llorton
Sara Johns
Kale Kinlson
Kenneth Kozlosky
i hrisiineLoh
Sarah Manlcy
Kelsey Manor
Kathryn McDonald
Stephen McGuire
ElyssaNonhey
Natalie Olson
Ion Patterson
KaiherineRltz
Bethany Robinson
Emily ituckcl
Holly Sammon
Megan Sankey
Kathleen Weber
less!. aWurstle
Lauren ZiegJer
/.nhary Amos
Eric Crumrine
Steven Dun mi
Michael iinelli
Nicholas Gill
Matthew Humberger
Glenn McBride
Ryan McNuIty
Mark Novak
CodyPignotti
Rncco Sciarabba
John Toth
John Turner
Andrew Wordcn
Benjamin Wright

EEEHEE1
Jeremy Lchm.ui
lieunMoon
fixing

Amanda Apatzky
Barrett
ileanc

Carla Bcrtoldl
Heidi Bollin
Pamela Bryndal
Melissa Dcnnison
lessica Dill
Kelly Eagle
Klefield
■Catherine Ui/ik.
Mai in Heller
Samaniha Hill
lennifer I lolihn
[.cahllrycyk
Stephanie Leaks
Kelly IJIak
Caiilln McTaggart
Stephanie Melillo
Molly Muriey
Imanda Murray
lacqucline Nagy
t'h/.ilM-thparobek
Anna Princlc
lordan Pnigar
Morgan Schumacher
Carrie Smith
lessica HssioI tuff man
Amanda WInfield
Bethany Wlnovlch
Sherry Za|ec
Shannon Zavracky
lalmeZbleraJewsU
Devon Bluer
Ashley Box
lay Coleman
Sarah Comte
Michelle Drexler
Sara DII Plaga
Kmily Evcrly
Ashley Gytirkc
Mary Mahcu
Kristen Maclnkowski
Katie Mathlej
cina Meehl
[ana Messaros
Amanda Mills
Megan Sebo
Brittanl Shaw
ClnaSnydcr
HealhertJmstead
Sara Zimmerman
Thomas Balicky
lason Buckley
Matthew DeStephen
Timothy Georges
Richard lennings
William lohnson
Shane lewis
Artie Starner
feo Svoboda
Atox Wright
Anthony /iiuii
Alccia Barn'U
t iiiiiiK' Gonwles
Kmherinc Rlgaila
Callie Canter
Brandy Churncy
Emily KalbRelsch
Ashley Lumm
Amy 1 in/
Sarah McGrath
Cynthia Meadows
Molly Meyer
Michelle Mormlle

Krystal Naples
Nicole Schlagheck
Jacqueline Slarkey
Kelly Weaver ' •
Krin Wells
Delia lau Delta

Matthew Achmoody
TonyAlmaguer
Anthony Armaly III
Macklnley
Frederickson
Dean lloyt
Craig Mack
Steven Pascoe
Christopher Pletcher
Robert Pohlman
Karen Chlopedd
Andrea Daley
lennifer Casteel
lenna Fisher
Lynne Koenier
Ashley h nihardo
Marissa McCarthy
lessica Naumann
lessica Ramirez
Rachel White
Gamma Phi Beta
Melissa Carlln
Meghan Geraghty
Undsay Gressley
Sarali Heberecht
lennifer Kundtz
Klmberfy Lovllt
F.mily Porter
Robert Lellto
loseph Utzlnger
Matthew Milosovic
lason Thompson
Erika Andrews
Michelle Garnsey
Courtney Hollister
Julia Mushaben
lyndsey Reese
Nicole Robison
Kelly Roby
Margaret Thomas
Kathleen Woerner
Caitlln Baintcr
Amber Browning
Undscy Gaal
lenna Gable
Amanda Garrison
Kelly Grieve
Erika Rarvanl
Rachel IJWIS
Saman tha Massau
Heather Meisner
Kcrrighan Michael
Allison Opelt
lill Phlipot
I'ar.i Plank
Briitany Raburn
Kara Si limit
Alyssa Sommer
April Stenger
SaraWhltacre
Andrea WTiitmer

Anthony Chu
lonathan llalverstadt
Philip Hippley
Clifford Spickler
EricStitle
David Bechtel
Andrew Crockett
loseph Koval
Ryan Leffel
Brandon Welsh
I'm' Hilli"nll
Michelle Adam
Melissa Bauer
Kelly Bowman
1-anneEllerbrock
Emily Haselman
Amanda Hovest
lodlHovest
Julie Meyer
Shannon Proehl
Andrea Scott
Megan Webster
KristinaWulber
Danielle Zeller

Kathleen Fish
Sarah Petersen
Anthony Colarusso
Bradley KJoetzly
Sean Martin
Randy Patton
William Schlekic
Kevin Stachowskl
leffrey Flchtelman
lames Merker
Matthew Walters
AndrewYoungberg
David Alison
Aaron Burkart
David Dollnsky
loseph Gregory
I mm'is Major III
Kyle Pechak
Brett Scbblo
AdamSnyder
Blanca Arriazola
Kimberty Hum n
Kari Burmelster
Megan DeWolf
Laurel Gans
Tiffany Gorby
Sarah Hamen
UsaKahle
Heather Kovacs
Danielle Maune
Mamie Molen
Klmberly Peters
Sarah Porter
Caitlln Spontclli
Mary Stelneman
KristlSulcwski
AndreaVantaggl
Klcna Alex
Leah Beechy
Lauren I!.

Mil Distel
Katherine Fanning
Louise Frey
Nicole Grisak
Lauren Guth
Meghan Honeywell
Alia Kadri
Lauren Kerpsack
Kasie KlmbaU
Kristin Langenbach
Nessa Livingston
Mallory Nauss
Kristen Radke
Lauren Rutkowskl
Melanie Sabo
AmySeymore
Morgan Thomas
Cassandra VTnson
Zachary Butterfleld
lordan Friel
Joel Robinson
Vincenzo Spallino
Cameron Tanner
Erica Burger
Rachel Crowe
Megan Houghtallng
Caitlln lones
Morgan Mattey
Lindsay Nicholson
Chelsea Obrock
Erica Ott
Erica Powers
Kaitlyn Richter
AbbySarks
Shell eyVandervort

Christopher Crcgglla
Floyd lohnson
Logan Luthy
Ryan McDermott
lohn Siderts
Molly Famer
Heather Gillin
Kaleena Headlee
Amy Kirk
Gretchen Keskosky
Christine Loy
Allison Maurer
Laura Pellssier
Monica Smith
Jackie Thompson
Bethany Turner
Adam Carroll
Christopher
Kundmueller
Nicholas Mlnich
Krishna Mutgi

tiir'iiriiiiiniriiilll
Timothy Albrethsen
Jeffrey Cornelius
Jason Klein
Dylan Shepherd
Michael Woodall

POLICE
BLOTTER
Monday
9:Wa.m.
A juvenile at Ridge Elementary
was reported to be unruly.
Police transported juvenile
home and spoke with his mother who refused to take suspension paperwork the principal
had for her.
9:50 a.m.
A suspicious male was reported trying to get into an apartment on E. Merry Avenue.
He was advised that he isn't
wanted on the property and if
he returns, he will be arrested.
9:55* m.
Police advised that a dog was
hanging out of an upstairs window on N. Grove Street. The
owner was called home and
the dog was secured.
1:10 p.m.
A woman on Scott Hamilton
Avenue reported being
harassed by a subject she met
on the Internet.
1:41 p.m.
A woman reported her purse
was stolen while she was at
Howards on Saturday night.
2:26 p.m.
A bike was reported stolen from a bike rack near
McDonald West.
5:51 p.m.
A pedestrian was struck by a
vehicle on Clough Street and
Manville Avenue The victim
was not injured.
6:05 p.m.
Word of Truth Church on E.
Napoleon Road reported burglarized. Property was missing.
6:14 p.m.
Possible domestic violence in
Lot 5 parking lot. Subjects were
gone prior to HI
9:05 p.m.
A student's wallet was reportedly stolen from the Rec locker
room.
11:55 p.m.

Three students were referred
to Student Discipline for smoking marijuana in Harshman.

"Her music will show

SINGER

somone's sexuality

From Page 1
New Mexico, New York and now
Bowling Green. This is her first
time performing at BGSU.
Avers, who is from southwest Kansas, just released
her latest CD in July, titled
"Strong Hands."
When she hasn't been performing she's kept busy for the
past year with an organization
called "High Rocks," a tuitionfree four-year program in West
Virginia that educates young
women while providing them
with the resources to develop
and become strong leaders.
Though Avers is a lesbian
folk artist, her music can
touch anyone, regardless of

doesn't mean that's
all they are."
Etic Crumrine | President of Vision
sexual orientation.
"Her music will show someone's sexuality doesn't mean
that's all they are," said Eric
Crumrine, president of VISION.
"Her music has a whole range of
human emotion."
This performance will kick off
the year for ihe LGBTA-Q.
"We will just be sitting around
enjoying each other's company,"
Damania said. "Anyone looking
for something to do can come
by. Everyone is welcome."

^eef
The Average

Greek has

a higher
GPA than
the average

the

Graduate
You deserve an UPGRADE!

Buckeye Studi
o apartments available!

Alesha Davis
Shalna Ughtfoot
Remika Marshall
loandra Wilson

Greek wall

iuiMHve U •
Low «$425 per month • FuB cable W/HBO - $20/moi*i
Include* aB utilities • Outdoor pool use
Laundry facilities • Fully furnished

Shamrock
'vniums for rent!
iifor 8GS*

Office of Residence Life

Leadership • Scholarship • Brotherhood/Sisterhood • Community Service

i

419-354-0070
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Union Oval hosts
fifth annual Greek
Carnival today

VfcdnBday.AuguslM.20065

GET A LIFE

Eateries provide new takeout options

event, e-mail thenevrt@bgnews.com and"

By Freddy Hunt
Reporter

By Jarmn Morgan

This list is compiled using local event
calendars and submissions. To submit an

well try to get it in.

Reporter

For the 88 percent of students at
the University who aren't members of a Greek organization, their
questions about Greek life will
soon be answered.
The fifth annual Greek Carnival,
from 10 am. to 4 p.m today in
the Union Oval, is hosted by the
Greek councils and is sponsored
by Greek Affairs.
Each of the 42 fraternities and
sororities on campus will have
booths set up with information
about their organizations.
"We're expecting participation
from all four councils and each
chapter within that council,"
said Karri Moore, coordinator for
Greek Affairs.
There will be five new chapters
this year, giving students more
options to choose from.
"Hopefully, chapters will be
more willing to be open as far as
talking with students, besides,
there'll be some refreshments
there, so people should come
out," said Leo Svodoba. Recruiting
Director of IFC.
The new chapters include Alpha
Phi Omega. Delta Xi Phi, Sigma
Alpha EpsiJon, Omega Phi Alpha
and Alpha Kappa Delta
The Greek Carnival still intends
to attract more students into crossing over to
GREEK FACTS
Greek Life.
■ 75 percent of
"I went
Greek members
Greek
areinvolwd
because
in at least one
it's a great
other student
place to be
organization
and I feel a
■ Theaveracje
strong bond
overall Geek
with my
GPArshigher
fraternity. I
than the average
want to give
undergraduate
GPA.
that same
■
Fraternities
opportuand sororities
nity to other
spent$57000
people,"
on academic
Svodoba
incentives last year.
said.
■ More than
To go
$70,000 was
along with
rased for chanty
Greek
last year by the
Carnival isa
Greek community.
recruitment
■ Greek community
session for
performed more
those interthan 60.000
community
service
ested
in
hours.
Panhellenic
sororities,
taking place from 10a.m. to2p.m.
Thursday in the lawn outside of
McDonald Hall.
In the event of inclement weather, the carnival will be moved to
Olscamp 101.
"One thing that really appealed
to me about Greek was the unity
amongst the sorority," saidTiemey
Grayson, president of National
Pan-Hellenic Council.
About 6,000 to 8,000 students
are expected to attend the carnival, according to Grayson.
"I'm expecting an overall
amount of people, due to the bigger freshmen class," she said. "It
should be a nice crowd."

Temptations at the Towers SHOP N GO
■ Open seven days a week.

«■

Gallery Exhibit: Something
Blue & Art Expo 2006
Union Art Gallery

10 af 4 an
Greek Carnival
Union Oval

6:50-9:30 p.m.

Auditions for "All the
World's a Stage"
This show is open only to freshmen and
transfer students from all ma|0cs Actors,
singers and dancers needed Other talent
is welcome, too Actors, prepare a mono-

The Mac s Pizzeria

logue or be prepared to do a cold reading

■ Expected to open Sept 11 next lo the McDonald dining area, where the
GT once was
■ Open seven days a week:
Friday - Sunday
7 pm -1 am

Singers prepare your best 16 bars; an
accompanist will be available Dancers
be prepaied to dance Production dates:

Monday - Thursday
8 pm -1 am.
■ Wfl offer pizza, milkshakes, ke cream sundaes and icebergs
■ Hopes to offer sandwiches, salads and pizza delrvery shortly after the
grand opening
■ Name was inspired by the "Saved by the Bell" hangout. The Max
■ Offers comfortable sealing for waiting and hanging out

October 26,27 28 at 8 pm and October
29 at 3 pm.
400 University Hall

■ Hopes to install cable television for game nights and other popular TV
programs
■ Once The Mac's Pizzeria is complete. piz2a wil be avafeWe at every food
service on campus

Faculty Artist Series:
Charles Saenz, trumpet
Faculty Artist Series event featuring
Profcisor Saenz and pianist Laura Melton.
Free and open to the public
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical

Credit card payments prove costly for college students, says UWM survey
ByPaulGoco
MCT

MILWAUKEE — As both a
professional consumer counselor and the mother of a
19-year-old son who is about
to go off to college, Connie
Kilmark has no qualms about
what to do with the three-orso credit card applications the
young man receives in the mail
each week.
"I shred them." site said.
The last thing her son —
or any new college student
who probably won't have a
steady source of income for
at least four years — needs
is the temptation to spend
money he doesn't have, said
Kilmark, who runs the financial counseling firm Kilmark &
Associates in Madison.
"He has more financial
common sense than average
because he's heard me talk for
so long," Kilmark said. "That
doesn't mean he has the habits
ingrained inside of him. He's
still a beginner."
As young adults go off to
school, many will do so as
beginners in the world of personal finance. Some, college
finance experts say, are certain to cave into the bombardment of credit card solicitations they receive.
The trouble is that many
won't realize what they're really

e=3 Fashions and accessories c=3
Chic to casual, we have your furry friend covered
B a Necklaces/ collar covers in school colors
UJ Sport

No deli o« ice cream by the scoop
Mote frewer goods than the GT
Largest selection of Ben and Jerry's ice cream on campus
Offers a customized ordering system for items that are not In stock
Specialized orders can be placed in store or online
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Monday - Friday '0 am • midnight
Saturday
9 pm
Sunday
11 am. - midnight
Located on the mam level of Offenhauer Towers
Second largest convenience store on campus
Buih to replace the GT E<press. once located n McDonald next to the
dining area
Ten to IS percent less inventory than the GT

8 am -1

outfits

e : Various custom items
featuring YOUR pooch
« "Barkery" of

«■

nutritious treats

"Certainly building credit - good credit - is
essential in today's world,"
Jane Hogan-Clark | Director of Financial Aid

doing when they use plastic.
They're making purchases by
borrowing at high interest rates
and, at the same time, establishing a credit history that will
follow them for years.
"Certainly building credit
— good credit — is essential
in today's world," said lane
Hojan-Clark, director of financial aid at the University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee. "But
for the individual who is not
savvy and really is not financially literate, credit cards can
be very dangerous."
A national survey published
last year by the college loan
organization Nellie Mae found
that 76 percent of undergraduates started the 2004 school year
with credit cards and that the
average outstanding balance
was $2,327.
A survey of 2,300 UWM students last spring revealed that
86 percent had at least one
credit card, and that 23 percent of card-holders carried a
monthly balance of between
S1,000 and almost S5.000.
That's expensive debt —
often at an 18 percent interest rate or more — on top of

obligations students are accumulating from college loans
and, in many cases, living on
their own for the first time.
Students who make minimum
monthly payments on credit
cards often don't understand
the true cost of their borrowing,
college financial experts said.
Banks and card Issuers
pursue college students
because they represent potential new. long-term customers.

&&er
Greeks raised
over $70,000
for charity
* last year.

WWW r.u-rkUOSU C Dill

Perhaps surprisingly, students
tend not to be considered liiglirisk borrowers by lenders, said
Marie O'Malley, vice president
of marketing for Nellie Mae.
"They are in college, it's
anticipated that they will
graduate and get jobs, and if
they do incur any debt while
in school, they will be able to
pay it off when they graduate.
And there is also an underly-

Ing assumption with some card
companies that the parents will
step in if their child gets in trouble and help pay off any cards,"
said O'Malley.

Arts Center

Wednesdays in the Pub:
The Argonauts
Black Swamp Pub
Q-ior
American Marketing
Association Meeting
Come and see wtiat the American
Marketing Association is all about All
majors are welcome - free pizza and pop
The B6 AMA is in the top 10 of over 400
chapters m the entire nation
Business Administration 1007

OUR GIANT
PARTY SUBS
ARE BIG ENOUGH

TO BRIDGE ANY

LANGUAGE
BARRIER.

Wednesday, August 30
Dale K. Comedic Hypnotist
9:30pm • Bowen Thompson Student
Union, Landau Grand Ballroom
Experience "explosive
humor, frenzied
hypnotic tendencies
and unpredictable
physical comedy." Dale
K's performance will
leave you laughing.
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OURRITOS100'/, OFF! THAT'S RIGHT. FREE
Visit our restaurant atWooster & Campbell Hill, and we'll give you a FREE BURRITO
Wednesday, August 30th, 11 AM - 8 PM.
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SEBO

generate a sense of pride in the

tion,

BGSU community.

money

"It will get students to come,

From Page 1

aird alumni are proud.'' he said.

IOBD«N FlOWiB

"At a younger point In life,

Neighbors were standing on
wondering

police also came to the scene.
Kin

ihe Sebos have been a pan

ings occur in Olscamp, the
Union and in the Math and

proi esses.

Science Building.

ideas

have

■

help.

Bob Sebo said

One

nl

his

high

School

scholarships is for students at

a

Hob Sebo said that a facility

first

Hesaid one of the niain differ-

"l think ii is very important that

ences between Mid-American

a student at the high school or

Conference and Big Ten schools

collegiate level have exposure to

is ihe facilities. Now there won't

more than guides and books

be that distinction.

working with people, for people

In addition to this dona-

such as the Sebo < entei will

9:50 a.m.

Salem High School who par

i is.issci said.

the run are

is considered

■

9:55 am

iuitl leadership." Bob Sebo said.

I he maximum penalt) ihe sm-

■

court is si\ months in jail and a
SI O.I«inline.

CRASH

Cii\ police Sergeant Uanl arse)
stressed ihe importance ol this

Sharpe, said there

concerned thesafet) ol the whole

with

■

"I took ii upon myself to give

panic, in Ihe waj

pardculat

played

■

others with financial need

ing In make llieii plea. Inducing

the students mum

situation

because
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ii

community. When the police get a

wasn't am harmful intent
"They've

■

of the design and construction
I heir

9:36 a.m.

Now he has the ability to assist

curricular activities,

what had happened. I he campus

mails.

the football team, so meet-

BLOTTER
Monday

dents lace ii theit case goes to

their guns were < oniiscaled.

HI

there is no meeting room for

we need In step up."

POLICE

Sebo said.

come with the new facility.

degree misdemeanor,

Hui one

first class i>i\isinn I program,

easier

ticipate In two or more extra-

will appear in court this morn-

and

Center will provide. Currently

been

ing the bragging rights that will

ai i used,

sidewalks

gi ains. Hue wain to remain a

have

building to the colorof the walls
and carpeting inside.
Ihe Sehci Center will give
lit, a nice cornerstone to walk
student athletes through,"

die back ol police cruisers and

the

to the space that the Sebo

would

had I bad scholarships,'' Hob

Lichtensteiger is anticipat-

■
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level as nlher Division I pro-

scholar-

hi'en used lor die design of Ihe

GET DOWN NOW:

ARREST

Brandon is looking forward

provide

man)

ships at both the collegiate

it

It's one bin. fun circle."

get us m a point on ihe same

Sebos

lor

and high school levels.

"Happy, proud alumni donate.
Brandon said. "I think it will

the

those

inside the hi uise befl ire." he •slid.
The students were taken to ihe
Win id c ounrt |ustice< enter, anil

ni i eall involving guns, the) have
to take it seriously.
' \mnme firearms are involved,
it's not a prctt) situation," he said.

Polehinke for takeoff die Invesdgatorsaid.

airport, according to Hersman.

Polehinke was pulled from

six times In the past two years,

the burning plane after the

and Polehinke had been there

She said Cla)

crash but has not been able

it) times In the past two years

when ii crashed, but it was the
flight's captain. Jeffrey Clay, who
taxied the aircraft onto the wrong
runway, Hersman said. Oaj

in it'll investigators why the

— but neithei had Iteen to the

pilots tried to take off from the

airport since a taxhvay repaying

wrong runway.

project just a week earlier lh.u

then turned ovei the controls to

familiar

Both

crew
with

members
the

were

Lexington

1:10 p.m.

had been there

1:41 p.m.

had altered the taxiway route
Earliet

yesterday,

the

i \A

7:26 p.m.

admitted it violated a policy,
outlined in a November 2005
directive, requiring that control
tower observations and radar

Congratulations to the following fraternity men
and sorority women who made the

Spring 2006 Dean's list!

5:51 p.m.

approach operations be handled
by separate controllers.
FAA

spokeswoman

Laura

Brown saiil the controller at the
Lexington airport had to do his
own job

6:03 p.m.

keeping track of air-

planes on ihe ground and in ihe
air up to a lew miles awaj
.is

6:14 p.m.

well as radar dudes.
Before

Hersman's

briel

Ins yesterday, the N I Mi said
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( liiistv link,ii h
Mison Burkhan
Kara Butler
i indsaj < obb
Adrlanne DeVille
lamie I IneUI
Kalhryn I ischer
lennifei Herold
Kat) HofTman

kiIsten Ross
rheodora Rousos
SaraScall
sit kit's
(Catherine Smiley
Ullson Strawn
lennifer layloi
Blaii Watson
Meridith Whitsel

Kristen Koebel
Alexis Kolla)
lennifer Kunes
I.it |yn I t'lluisky
Whiine) McCroson
i mik Mowry
■- ■< haills
Andrea SchmlQ
Ki'iu Shanaberger
\nnle Mmbell
Lauren Wnzel
Vanessa V iiale
CamlWebstei
Aubrl Zlmpfei

llWfrliifflflin
Rebecca Bir
Mat r\ Coulter
Valerie Crisl
lennifer Daughters
April Dlx
l mllj Drapei
lennifei Fletcher
Mist) Hamblin
i \m: I oilman
Sarah Otterbachei
Alan.i Price
Katrlna S< hull/
Cheryl Sornmers
|essi< B Stale)
Veronica Mnldad
Alpha Kappa Alpha

Brittany i opea
Stefanie \h noff
Stefanle Miller
Amber Nelson
Elizabeth Rausch
Chelsea Shawen

Elizabeth Boom
Kristen Braemei
Kell) < I arson
i.in.i (oudriel
Hannah Geyei
Glngei GuzdansU
Jamie Hamilton
lennifer MeiKhtnn
Katie Kostya< k
i IHIMM Iambdln
Sarah Messlnger
lessica Molina
Ullson Moore

(Catherine Guzik
Matin Hellei

MatmewAchmoody
lony Almaguer

Samaniha Hill
Irnnjti'i Holden

Anthony Armary HI
Mackinley
Prederickson

Kelly Ulak
(alUIn MclBggan

Dean Hoyi
Mack
Steven Pascoe
t hristophei Pletcher
Roben I'lihiniaii

Irlna Baranskl
Katrlna Bai ton

Stephanie Mrliilo
Moll) Murie)

la Bati helot
lessli a Be* k
lazmine Benneti
Kristen Bilewicz
Megan Brautigam
i.inta Brenner
Katrlna ( aldwell

\manda Murra)
lacquellni
Elizabeth Parobel
\nn.i Princfc
Ionian Prugar
n si hiunai her
-miili

March ancle

lessica lissin

Kell) <
Anne !> Amlco
Meghan n I ord

i loflrnan
Amanda Wlnfleld
Bethany Winovich

Michelle i ostei

Sherr) Zajec
Shannon Zavrat k)

lessica Neumann
lessica Ramirez

lalme Zbierajewski

Rachel White

AnnaGodden
lohnGrecol
Whltne) May< s
Sandra llazners

Devon

VshleyBox
i a\ I oleman

Kate Klnlson
Kenneth KOzl

Sarah' omte
Michelle Drexlei

Christine I <>d
Sarah Manle)
Kelse) Manor

Sara Du Plaga
Emily Ever!)

Megan Sankey
Kathleen Webi i
lessica WUrstle
i auren Zleglei

Hninwiiiii
/.iihaiy ImOS
i iu Crumrlne
si. van Dutton
Michael I IneUI
Nli holasGHl
Matthew Humbergei
Glenn McBrlde
Ryan McNult)
Marl Novak
Cod) Plgnotti
Rocco Sciarabba
lolni 1'oih
lohn lurner
Andrew Worden

UIIUT

tshley Gyurkc
Mar) Maheu
Kristen Maclnkowskl
Katie Mathies
GlnaMeehl
[ana Mcssaros
Amanda Mills
Megan Sebo
Brittanl Shaw
Glna Snydei
Heathei Unutead
Sara Zimmerman

E
rhomas Balick)

Icnna Itamcy
Amanda Rlggenbach

Nicole Barren
lessica Beane

Karen Chlopeckl
Vndrea Daley

lennifer Casteel
lenna I isher
i Mun- Koemei

Alia Kadri
I .mien Kerpsack

blame lor the crash, and she

9:05 p.m.

11:55 p.m.

lackson, said her son is not to
asked people to he patient until

Kasie Kimhall
Kristin Langenhach
Maltory Nauss
Kristen Radke
I amen Rutkowski
MelanieSaho

SINGER
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New Mexico, New Vorit and now
Bowling Green. This is her first
time performing at Bt.si I.

"Her music will show
somone's sexuality
doesn't mean that's
all they are."

Avers, who is from south/aehary Bniii'fheUI

west

her latest CD in

Julie Meyer

Jordan Priel
Joel Robinson

Shannon I'roehl
Andrea Scott

Vincenzo Spallino
Cameron Tanner

Kansas,

just

released

Inly,

tilled

"Strong Hands."

sexual orientation.
"Her music will show some-

when she hasn't been

one's

pet

sexualit)

doesn't

mean

forming she's kept busy tor the

ih.iis all

pasi year with an organization

Crumrlne, president ol VISION.

Erica Burger
Rachel Crowe

called "High Rocks," a tuition

"Hei music has,i whole range ol

free four-year program in West

human emotion."

Megan Houghtaling
Caitlin Jones

Virginia

Morgan Maltcy
I iiulsay Nicholson

with the resources to develop

satah Peterson

Melissa! ariin
Meghan Geragfrty

liili-.'-ll'liiil-iW

Chelsea Obrock
Erica Ott

I IndsayGressley
Sarah Heberecht

Anthony Colarusso
Bradley Kloetzly

Erica Powers
Kaitlyn Richter

lennifer Kundtz
Kimhi'ily Lovttl

Sean Martin

AbbySarks

Randy Patton
William Schlekle
Kevin Stachowski

Shelley Vandervort

\shle) i ombardo

Megan Webster
KnsiinaWulher

Marlssa McCarthy

Danielle /oiler
Panhellenlc Council
L.xetLUlvc Hoard

Emily Porter

Robert U-lito
loseph i Itztnger
Matthew Mllosovfc
lason rhompson

i iika Andrews
Mit helle Garnsey
( ourtney Holllster
luiia Mushaben
Lyndsey Reese
Nicole Itobison
K.'lly Roby

Floyd lohnson
I i ij'.a 11 lAithy

Matthew Walters
Andrew Youngberg

Ryan McDcrrnott
lohn Sideris

David Alison
Aaron Hurkart

Molly Earner
Heather Gillin

David Dolinsky
loseph Gregory
Francis Major III

Kaleena Headlee
Amy Kirk

Kyle I'echak

Christine Loy
Allison Maurcr
■ aura Pelissior
Monica Smith

Brett Sebbio
Adam Snyder

Amanda Garrison

Anthony Zlnnl

Kelly Grieve
Erlka Hatvani

Laurel Gans
Tiffany Gorby
Sarah IIamen

Rachel Lewis
Samaniha Massau

Lisa Kahlc
Heather Kovacs

Heathei Melsnet

Danielle Maunc
Mamie Molen

Kaia Schmlt
Alyssa Sommer

young

women while providing them
and become strong leaders,
Though
folk

taters

artist,

touch

her

anyone,

is a

I rit

This performance will kick oil
the year for the LGBTA-Q
"\\e will |usi be sitting around
enjoying each other's company,"

lesbian

music

said

can

regardless

of

Damania said. "Anyone looking
loi something to do can come
by. I veryone is welcome."

The Average
a hiaher

\lex Wright

Tara Plank
Brittany Raburn

educates

are,"

&&&'

loffrey Pichtelman
lames Meikei

mm

Kerrighan Michael
Allison Opelt
Mil Phlipol

(hat

the)

Christopher Greggila

Kimherly Brunn
Kari Burmeistor

i \ nthla Meadows
Moll) Meyer
Michelle Monnile

plane into position.
I'olebinke's mother, Hone]

Morgan Thomas
Cassandra Vinson

Amber Browning
LindseyGaal
lenna GaUe

EmOy Kalbflelsch
Ashley! umm
Ann I in/

Nicole Grisak
Lauren Guth
Meghan Honeywell

Melissa Bauer

Shane I ewls
Artie Stamei
i ft) Svoboda

Brandy t hume)

being the one who taxied the

Amy Seymore

Bianca Arrlazola

DcllaChl Phi

I.(HUM' Prey

\lu helle Adam

Caltlln Rainier

Mci ia Barren
Connie Gonzales

it made no mention of Clay

Nessa Livingston

I mity Haadman
Amanda HOVCSI
Jodi Hows!

Polehinke was flying the plane:

fill Distel
Katherine Panning

loseph Koval
Ryan leffel
Urantlon Welsh

William lohnson

Sarah MCGrath
Amanda Apatzky

Andrew (Iron ken

Margaret rhomas
Kathleen Woemei

[Catherine Bigalia
( allle Center

Sara Moore
Irnna IVrrollo

David Bechtel

lason Buckle)
Matthew DeStcphen
rimoth) Georges
Richard lennlngs

Benjamin Wrighi

leremy Lehman
Devin Moon
11 c Young

Clifford Spit klei

Kathleen I istl

Mama IfoitOn
Sara lohris

(Catherine Rltz
Bethany Robinson
I inily Ruckel
iiiinini

lonathan Hatverstadi
Philip llippley

Kelly Bowman
U'annc Lllerbrock

1..H1IIII.I Pill Una

Nicole Hesse

Kathryn McDonald

Anthony Chu

BricStitla

Kelly i agle
Kara Rnglefield

Stephanie I eaks

Natalie Olson
Inn Patterson

Caroline Gasa
Megan Harrah
lessica I Ipps

Kell) Weavei
Erin Wells

lohnathan i •imunii

Stephen McGuire
i lyssa Northe)

Stephanie Gans

Melissa Dennlson
lessica Dill

i eah llrycyk

Breyana I owe

Briana Ambrosic
tndreanna i>;i^
Michelle Doyle
Courtney i Itch

Krystal Naples
\it ole Si hlagheck
Facquellne Starkey

Daniel Oaric

Klandra Graham
Chanel Griffith

Ashle) Viper

< ail.i Bertoldi
Hefdl Bollln
Pamela Bryndal

Megan DeWolf

Kimherly Peters

Sarah Porter
( aiiim Spontclli
Mary Steineman
Kristi Sulcwski

Grctchen Keskosky

lackic Thompson
Bethany Turner

Adam Carroll
Christopher
Kundmueller
Nicholas Minich
Krishna Mutgi

lininlhyAlbrelhsen
|C tin A I (Hi lei 11 is
lason Klein
Dylan Shepherd

Leah Bcechy

You deserve an UPGRADE!

Studio apartments available!
Aiesha Davis
Shaina Lightfoot

Elena Alex

"Graduate

Michael Woodall

Andrea Vantaggi

April Stenger
SaraWhiiacrc
Andrea Whitmet

the average
Undergraduate

Remika Marshall
loandra Wilson

Summer; semester, or year leases • Stove, Indge. microwave. 25" TV
Low at J425 per month • Full cable W/HBO - $20/month
Includes all utilities • Outdoor pool use
Laundry facilities • Fully furnished

UurcnDeGoricia

Greek

Office of Residence Life

Leadership • Scholarship • Brotherhood/Sisterhood • Community Service

iniums tor rent!
SeauOlul ranch style condominiums • Excellent location (or BGSU faculty
$6507month p/us utMies ■ Stove, fridge, dishwasher, disposal
Washer and dryer hook up • Jacuzzi tub in some units
Quiet tenaits desired • Den/OtTice in some units
1 or 2 Bedroom • Central an
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Union Oval hosts
fifth annual Greek
Carnival today

3

GET A LIFE

Eateries provide new takeout options
By Freddy Hunt

By JanMn Morgjn
Reporter
i in the 88 percent of students at
the University who aren't membersofaGreek organization, their
questions about Greek life will
soon be answered
The fifth annual Greek Carnival,
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m today in
the Union Oval, is hosted In the
Greek councils and is sponsored
In Creek Affairs.
Each of the 42 fraternities and
sororities on campus will have
booths set up with Information
about their organizations.
Wen- expecting participation
trom a.l lour councils and each
chapter within that council."
said Karri Moore, coordinator for
Greek Affairs.
There will be five new chapters
this year, giving students more
options to choose from.
Hopefully, chapters will he
more willing to be open as far as
talking with students, besides,
there'll he some refreshments
there, so people should come
out." said LeoSvodoba, Recruiting
Director of IFG
The new chapters Include Alpha
Phi Omega, Delta Xi Phi. Sigma
Alpha Epiflon, Omega Phi Alpha
and Upha Kappa Delta
The Greek Carnival still Intends
to attract more students into cross
ing over to
GREEK FACTS
Greek Life
■ 75 percent ol
"I went
Greek member*
G reek
are evolved
because
in at least one
it's a great
other student
place to bli njat ■*'!' '
and I feel a
■ The average
strong bond
ovetall Greek
with
my
higher
fraternity I
than the average
undergraduate
w .ii it to give
GPA
that same
■ Fraternities
opportuand sororities
nity to other
spent $57000
people.''
on academic
s\odoba
■Kentrves last vear.
said.
■ More than
lb go
$70,000 was
along with
raised lor chanty
Greek
last year by the
Carnival is a
Greek community
recruitment
■ Greek community
session for
performed more
those interthan 60.000
commi/ '.
ested
in

PanheDenic
sororities,

Hours

taking place from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

rhursday In the lawn outside ol
McDonald Hall.
In the event of inclement weather, the carnival will i>c moved to
ObcamplOl,
"One thing that teaDj appealed
to me about Greek was the unit)
amongst thesorority." said iienuy
Grayson, president ol National
Pan-Hellenic Council.
About 6,1)00 to 8,000 students
an- expected to attend the carnival, according to Grayson.
"I'm expecting an overall
amount of [miple, due to the higher Ircshmen class," she said, it
should lie a nice crowd"

Temptations at the Towers SHOP-N-GO

Blue & Art Expo 2006
Union Art Gallery

I

Greek Carnival
Union Oval

Auditions for "All the

*

The Mac s Pizzeria

■ Expected to open Scptllr>e*lt the I
GT once was
■ Open |

■
ffer piaa. mllkshafci
■ Hopes w olfef wndwkhes. salad1..grand opening
■
red by the "Saved t. I
■ Offers comfort al
■ H pes to install cabt' I
programs

>t

Faculty Artist Series:
Charles Saenz, trumpet

Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical

Credit card payments prove costly for college students, says
By Paul Gores

M1LWAUK11
ts both a
professional consumer conn
selor and the mother ol .t
19 year-old sun who is about
to no oil to college, Connie
Kilinaik has no qualms about
what tn do with the three-orso credit caul applications the
young man receives in the mail

each week,
"I shred them," she said
The last thing her son
or anj new college student
who probabl) won't have .i
steady source ol Income fot
at least (■ nn years
needs
is the temptation to spend

monej he doesn't have, said
Kilmark. who runs the financial counseling firm Kilmark &
\sso< lates In Madison,
"He lias inure financial
common sense than average
because he's heard me talk fot
so long," Kilmarif said. That
doesn't mean he has the habits
Ingrained inside ol him, lies
still a beginner."
Is young adults no oil In
school, manj will do so as
beginners in the world of personal finance. Some, college
finance experts s.i\. are t et
tain to cave into the bombardment nl credit i ard solid
rations the) receive
The trouble is that many
won't realize what they're lealh

P.:

e=3 Fashions and accessories

•a.

Chic to casual, we have your furry friend covered

; Various custom items
featuring YOUR pooch
3"Barkery" of
nutritious treats

•ft-

"Certainly building credit - good credit - is
essential in today"s world."

Arts Center

|rssiirprisingl\ Wednesdays in the Pub:
llsk llllllllVM

The Argonauts
Black Swamp Pub

of marketing foi Noll*
will
doing when thej use plastii
they're making purchases In
borrowing at high interest rates
and, at the same time, estab
lishing a credit histon thai will
follow them foi years
"( ertainly building credit
— good credit -- is essential
in today's world," said lane
llojan I lark. directOI ol lin.ni
cial aid at the University ol
Wisconsin-Milwaukee. "But
for the individual who is not
saw) and ii'.ilh is not lin.in
daily literate, credit t ante i an
he very dangerous."
\ national SUrve) published
last year by the college loan
organization Nellie Mac found
that 76 percent d undergraduates started the 2004 school year
with credit cards and that the
average outstanding balance
was$2J27.
\ survey of 2,300 UWM students last spring revealed that
86 percent had at least one
credit card, and thai 23 per
cent of card-holders carried ,i
monthly balance ol between
$1,000 and almost $5,000.
Ihai's expensive debt
often at an lit percent interest rate or more
on top ol

limns students are
mutating from co
and, in main i ascs, livi
then own fin the lirsl nine
Students who make minimum
moiitlih payments mi
. .ink nil, ii don't iniilc
the true cost of theii
college finant i.tl experts
hanks and card issuers
pursue
college
students
been
potcn
tial new. long term customers

^EE"
Greeks raised
over $70,000
for charity
* last year.

the) (In inctti an)
in school, tin

American Marketing

Ii

Association Meeting
In,lie.

\nd tl
aitnption with sonv
companies that the parents wili
step in il theii child gets it
bleandhelpi
said 11Mallcy.

Business Administration 1007

OUR GIANT
PARTY SUBS
ARE BIG ENOUGH
TO BRIDGE ANY

LANGUAGE
BARRIER.

Wednesday, August 30
Dale K. Comedic Hypnotist
9:30pm • Bowen Thompson Student
Union, Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Experience "explosive
humor, frenzied
hypnotic tendencies
and unpredictable
physical comedy." Dale
K's performance will
leave you laughing.
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BURRIT0S100'/, OFF! THAI'S RIGHT. FREE.
Visit our restaurant at Wooster & Campbell Hill, and we'll give you a FREE BURRITO
Wednesday, August 30th, 11 AM - 8 PM.
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OPINION

"I may go down in history as the guy who killed Pluto."
- Scientist Michael Brown, who helped develop new guidelines that demoted Pluto
to a "dwarf planet." leaving eight recognized planets
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET Will you be voting in the 2006 mid-term elections?
m from Canada, so
I don t think I can."
KATIE BLENKARN.
Graduate Student.
Communication Disorders

K"1
IL DANIELLE
WINTERS

Students cite
bad reasons for
voter apathy
it-, nut too long until
November...
With .in election on the horizon, the experts are once again
out in force trying m figure out
how to get the college kids to
u iti'. and figuring out why we
nave had such terrible voter
turnout in the IKISI.
There are many excuses we
use for not voting. Most of the
time we just fail to consider that
voting is a means by which we
can change our country in a
positive way
According to a Fbxnews.com
story, there are a good number
of (flimsy] reasons college students elect not to vote
Personally I would travel
to hi-ll and hack to vote. It is
iu\ civic duty, and I get a kick
out of it.
The story says most students
would most likely pick all of the
following as reasons why they
do not vote.
They an- just too busy, the registration process is too complicated, main' have to vt rte absentee, candidates do not address
issues of interest, political
bickering is a tuni-oll. political
campaigns are negative, IJection
Day is not a holiday, and...
No free stuff
Besides, that's not mte. You
get the "I voted today" sticker.
What about the feeling of
pure euphoria gained from
milking an informed decision
as to where you feel your country should be going? Not free
enough. I guess!
These reasons are not solid
enough for refusing to take pan
in a democratic process many
do not have, but wish they did.
So many people have overcome
a great deal in order to have the
right to vote, and would laugh
at us for even considering such
flimsy "roadblocks" legitimate.
The)' would say, "No free
stuff? I low alxHit the risk of
being blown up on the way to
or from the polls?"
I lere on campus, there will
be at least one hundred voter
registration drives before the
election Not to mention a
registration form so simple my
parakeet could fill it out. If you
register absentee, they mail
your application to you! What
could be easier?
Oh, and a news flash: much
of what you must learn in life
in order to succeed will lie
things you have absolutely
no interest in. but must learn
in order to be a functioning
member of society!
Preparing yourself to vote is
good practice for life — you just
might have to listen to a politician talk about some tilings
you have no interest in, but
that will probably affect you at
leas) minutely, at some point
in time.
I luman beings crave
negativity. We are naturally
attracted to what keeps us on
our feet. Having something to
combat or think about, such

as a negative ad or campaign,
is more interesting and informative, than something we
agree with.
You will probably remember
the theme of an ad that bashes
your favorite candidate, but
you might not even remember
the theme of a really nice values
ad by your own candidate!
Don't trust me? Head the
studies that prove negative
ads are more informative than
positive ones.
I low feasible is it to believe
that if politicians had nice ads
with butterflies, elevator music
;u nl families holding hands,
that we would be riveted?
Say we make Election Day
a holiday, so we can have
a day off. All of those who
answered to make it a holiday,
etc... still have to participate
in that difficult registration
process, be interested in the
candidates' issues, and not be
turned off by the negativity
of their campaigns. It is not
likely they will take advantage
of a day oif to vote.
The New Millennium
Young Voters Project shows
that in 2004, the youth vote
experienced an 11 point surge
from 2000, and even then,
only 47 percent of 18 to 24
year olds voted!
(iinsidering American
Government is required at
most schools, this I lams
Interactive Survey is truly disgusting — only 55 percent of
1.002 adult Americans could
identify the three branches of
government; 22 percent of the
respondents thought the correct answers were Repuhlican,
Democrat and independent!
It would IK- nice if this generation — my generation
— would get their act together
and take advantage of our right
to vote. One of these days, we
will do something to have the
experts scratching their heads
in a good way!
Sendconments to Danek Winers at
dwintet&xjsuedu

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR
Walter fails to consider
spontaneous abortions
In response to the column of
August 29 by lauren Walter
titled "FDA needs lo re-think
Plan B decision," one might
also consider that at least half,
some say up to 80 percent, of
conceptions in humans
abort spontaneously
You might go to: httpJI
u'liw.nlni.nih.goi'/niedlineplusleiicylanklel00l488.htm,
a National Institutes of 1 iealth
site, for more information.
I low does this fit into the
statement that "Each and
every one of us was that small
fertilized egg at one point,
and we all deserved to live.
The next generation deserves
to live, too."
Who is responsible for
these thousands of spontaneous abortions each day?
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"Heck yeah. I pay
taxes. I might as well
m tired of the way
the government's
being tun"

"No, I never vote for
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Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for a
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question? Give us your
BRIDGET SULZER,

Junior, Sports
Management

ASHLEY OMYIA. Junior.
Business and Pre-Law
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STAFF EDITORIAL | COMPUTER SECURITY

Peer to peer
sites pave the
way for viruses
Free! Download PhotoShop here for free!
Sounds good right? Maybe too good to be true? That's
probably because it is.
lliere's a new trend in the world of the technologically savvy,
and it's called peer-to-peer software. P2P, as it's called, is a way
for computer users to download software, music and movies
over the internet from other users' servers.
The danger comes in when unwary users aren't careful.
Some P2P sites offer downloads which are actually trojan
horses for a plethora of viruses.
This is not to say all P2P sites are run by hackers. The rapidly
growing Web browser, Mo/illa l-'irefox is just one example of
open source technology which has
proved beneficial.
YOU DECIDE
We at The BG News would just
How can students stay
like to stress the importance of
informed about computer
being a smart, safe and infomied
security issues? Send an e-mail
internet user.
to thenews@bgnewscom and
Not just with P2P sites. Anytime
tell us what you think, or post
you download something on to
feedback on our Web site
your computer, you risk getting
a virus. And we're not just talking
those viruses which slow down your computer and forces you
tocallRCC.
In recent years more and more viruses are of the "Trojan
horse" variety. These vinises can infest your computer allowing
hackers to obtain your personal information and record keystrokes which can reveal everything from passwords to credit
card numbers.
According to AssociatedConlent.com, most virus protection
programs can now detect Trojan viruses, but without virus protection, they can run continuously in the background and are
almost impossible to get rid of.
This is why students need to protect themselves. With
the amount of information we plug into our computers it's
imperative we all try to be the most educated we can about the
security issues facing us
One way students can stay informed is by visiting the site
StopBadware.org, an organization run by Harvard Law School's
Berkman Center for Internet & Society and Oxford University's
Oxford internet Institute. They have come together to identify
downloads which are dangerous, and collect that information
for those who need it most: computer users.
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FDA made right decision
JULIE THIBAULT I GUEST COLUMNIST

Upon reading the opinion
page yesterday, I was extremely put out by lauren Walter's
column entitled: "FDA needs
to re-think Plan B."
I was most disturbed to read
that Ms. Walter referred to
contraceptives being "passed
out like candy." lust because
this particular drug has gone
over the counter does not
mean that there is no conUol
over it. In fact, the real reason
Plan B finally went OTC is
because many doctors and
pharmacists were refusing to
either prescribe die emergency
contraceptives or refusing to
fill the prescriptions because
of personal beliefs, which is
something that goes completely against the Hippocratic
Oath and the duties of a
licensed pharmacist.
Ms. Walter goes on to make
the argument that "life begins
at conception" and that a fertilized egg is actually a human
life. Forgive me for disagreeing, but 1 was taught in biology
class (at BGSU mind you) mat
once a sperm and an egg have
conjoined a zygote is formed.
Not a fetus A ferns does not
develop until the end of the
eighth week of pregnancy
when the organs in the human
system begin to develop. All
Plan B does is prevent the
zygote from becoming a fetus.
That being said, the drug does
not "kill children" it simply
kills a cell.
Consider all the cells everyone kills on themselves every
day. Did you shower this
morning? There goes about
ten million skin cells down the
drain. Did you have an itch
today? Pick your nose? Bump
your head? Brush your hair?
If you did any of these things
today or ever in your lifetime

you've killed off living, viable
cells. I guess that makes us ail
serial killers.
While I am not trying to
make the argument that Plan
B is the right choice for everyone, and I don't believe that
it should be used as a form of
birth control for general use, it
is a necessary drug that helps
further what the United States
was based on: Freedom and
the ability to choose what is
best for oneself. Plan B is a drug
and should be treated like any
other drug; with caution and
(preferably) in moderation, but
the reality is it is a necessary
drug to be put on the market.
Instead of complaining
about the non-necessity of
this drug Ms. Walker, I feel
that perhaps you should help
promote sex education in this
country. I.et's face it, people
are not going to stop having
sex, but we as a country could
reduce the need for drugs such
as Plan B by say, making The
Pill an over the counter drug,
providing correct information
and sex education classes in
public schools, promoting safe
sex campaigns, and working
to develop a male version of
The Pill.
Alas, until that glorious day
Plan B is a necessary part of
society and having it go OTC
1 feel is one step closer to
what all Americans are taught
to believe: That we are living in a society that will not
condemn us by the choices
that we make, and that we are
granted the right as citizens to
freely decide what is best for
ourselves and our (current and
future) families.
Julie Thibault is a graduate student
at BGSU, jthibau9bgsu.edu.
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THIS WEEK'S BAD JOKE
O: How did the pig get to the hospital?

YOU COULD TELL YOURSELF THAT IT S NEWS. BUT IT'S JUST NOT.
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Old people, death
apparently linked
In working on newspapers in
one way shape or form since
eighth grade, I've always paid
close attention to the news.
Every so often, I come across
a headline that says, "World's
oldest person dies."
vfell it happened again this
week when Maria Esther de
(apovilla, a native of Ecuador,
who was 116 years young,
expired as a result of a game
of Russian roulette gone awry.
Okay, okay, she died from pneumonia, but if I was the oldest
person alive, I know I'd be playing Russian roulette. I think I'd
also start doing cocaine. You live
that long, you're above the law.
Now I'm not making fun of
the woman dying, but let's keep
in mind that it's not exacdy a
tragedy. She was one-hundred
and sixteen! This means she
became old roughly 80 years
ago. She was bom in 1889. the
same year as Hitler.
Can you imagine being that
old? I know 60-year-olds who
resent the Internet, let alone
someone twice that age.
And how depressing to be
thai old — she was a widow for
the last 59 years of her life, and
outlived two of her children. You
would outlive entire generations.
I handle the alumni relations for
my fraternity, and that's depressing enough when I'm at events
with guys who are in their 70s.
You'll hear someone go, "Hey,
where's Mike?"
"Oh, Mike died." Now imagine a 116-year-old, a person
old enough to be one of those
guys' grandmothers.
If your autobiography could
be studied in a history class,
you're freaking old. lust how old
was she?The Model T wasn't
introduced until she was 19. She
probably was like " VVdw, this is
such a neat invention."

A: In a hambulance.
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Benjamin I larrison was
President, there were 12 fewer
states in America, and people
still thought the earth was
flat — that's how old she was.
Dick Clark wasn't bom, the
Romanovs controlled Russia,
and for roughly 99 percent of
her life, there was no Eacebook.
What kind of world was that?
Now I don't know if there was
a 90-year high school reunion
for her, or if they had to have
like a really, really, really big cake
for her to blow out all of the
candles, but all I can say is that
she was old. She was older than
Ho Chi Minn (bom in 18901 and
I.RR.Tolkein(1892)
Ellis Island didn't begin
accepting immigrants until
1892, when she was 3, the
famous stock market crash
occurred a month after she
turned 40, EM radio was introduced in the eariy 60s when
Capovilla was in her eariy 70s.
Despite all this, she was somehow alive in 2006, her third century. Ironically, she's older than
some of the Bible verses that
were read at her funeral, which
occurred the day after she died.
Seem a little soon? I thought so
too and then I realized, "()h wait
...SI IE WAS 116, it's not like she
didn't have time to plan it."
When she was born, they
used outhouses, several of
the world's current countries
didn't exist, and yes, Toledo
still sucked.
Josh (jbennef@bgsu.edu) is planning
on living fotevet.
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Natural disasters refuse to let up
Brace yourself, folks: it's hurricane season.
For the next few months we
can all look forward to CNN's
up-to-the-minute updates about
tropical storms with names like
"Carlita" and "Alfonse."
We have to accept the fact
that such a storm, angry ovei
its horrible name, may decide
to wipe out the entire state
of ITorida.
If the unthinkable should
happen, we'll just have to pick
ourselves up and live with the
consequences. I'm not saying it'll be easy; we'll have to
take the bad (Disney World's
disappearance! with the good
(the Everglades will no longer
be endangered).
But it's still probably a good
idea to be prepared, so 1 looked
up survival tips on FEMA's Web
site. Unfortunately it was full of
big words and didn't have many
pictures, so all my research is
actually from "l-'KMA for Kids.
Here's what I found out:
1. Hurricanes can be very,
very scary.
2. If someone named
"Ernesto" contacts you on

One hundred thind$ X learned my freshmen year
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JIM LEVASSEUR
NO! NEWS EDITOR

MySpace and claims to be a hurricane, he/she Is probably lying.
3. Never accept candy from a
strange tropical storm.
I also came across lliis gem:
''Disastersdon't last very long.
Soon, things will be back to normal." There's a joke here si >rne
where. I just cant think of it
In addition to all that valuable information. II MA for
Kids" also has a bunch of hurricane cartoons with punch
lines like (I am NOT making
this up:, "Aw, mom, warm seawater again?" and my personal
favorite, I here's wind shear in
my dosed"
Clearly, I EM V officials haw
their priorities straight That's
because everyi me who works
for them Is a "specialist." No
one specializes In hurricanes,
of course, but they're all spe-

cialists nonetheless,
in fact, after writing this
column. I fullyexpeel I EM \
to hire me as a peanut butter
specialist 11 am overqualified).
But for those of you living in
the Mldwesl who are thinking, "Hah! Stupid people on
the coasts getting their homes
destroyed should jusi move
here," lei me remind you
about tornadoes,
If hurricanes are nature's way
of saying. T hate you," tornadoes are like waking up In bed
next to Richard Simmons
Think about it: what other
natural disaster comes out of
nowhere and Indiscriminate!)
destroys any houses in its path
besides fires, Hoods, tsunamis, mudslides and earthquakes, I mean — with no
regard fot human life?
fornadoes are like the friend
that shows up unannounced
and trashes your place, then
leaves the next morning with
your car keys. That's because
tornadoes love cars. I heonlj
thing they like more than t ars
i~ trailer parks.
I mean, look at the classifi-

cation system foi tornadoes,
which Is known among scientists as the "Fujitast ale" [fajita
was ahead) taken \das
tornado Is classified as "inconceivable" bee
ropel
entire trailer parks at up to 379
miles per hour.

Bowling Green gets two or
three 16 tornadoes per day, but
everyone's pretty used to it In
now As tongas you
two tons you should Define.
And even though tornadoes

may not seem special to us,
the) fascinate other people.
Remember when you were
like ten years old and you saw
twister" foi the first time, and
it sucked?
It still does, I watched it the
oilier day. Nothing in thai
movie was true. I can't imagine

where the si reenwriters must
have gone get their information.
t in second thought, the)
probably used to work foi'
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UDENTS THINK, COMPETE FOR MONEY AT BGSU
THINK YOU'RE FAST ENOUGH?:T John E productions came to BG last night to put on the Think Fast trivia competition Nearly 100
people picked up wireless answering devices for a chance to win $500. Here contestants from teams that won the first round compete m a
;•■:■ ng round

Get Connected
The best way for your friends
and professors to get a hold
of you is to be listed in the
BGSU Telephone Directory.
Use the Off-Campus Local Address Change
Form below to provide your off-campus
residence and cell or local telephone number
for the BGSU Telephone Directory.
Both your local off-campus address and
permanent address will be printed in the BGSU
Telephone Directory unless the Office of Registration
& Records receives a completed Request to Withhold
Directory Information form by
August 30, 2006. To assure
proper inclusion in the BGSU Telephone Directory,
please submit completed forms by:

SERVICES
From Page 1*
little Incentive in creating strong
security measures in the software they uffer. Strickland
explained, thus they open the
door for online attackers.
He believes that when consumers opl mil of paying tor
software, they may be getting a
whole Ini more than what they
expected, as well as putting their
personal information and computers at risk.
"When free peer-to-peer
shared software is installed,
online attackers have greater
access to personal information,
often without the person even
knowing their information is at
risk," Strickland said.
As Strickland's warnings
were later noted to Nelson, she
exclaimed, "Oh good God, Phi
Igoing to| be paranoid."
As a user of skype, as well as
many other online companies
offering free software, Nelson
reflected, "it's no wonder there
are no strings attached (especially! as a capitalist society,
there is always a string."

"Resist the temptation to download
software you don't absolutely need."
Kent Strickland | Univetsity Information Security Officer
Although Nelson won't stop
downloading in the future, she
did communicate her new found
awareness to the risks.
"Now I am going to consider
the source . . . and try to stay
away hoin peer to peer sharing," said Nelson. "Students
should think about how much
their sharing — whether they
know it or not.

In fact, even corporations such
as Microsoft, which have incentives to create well-designed
software to keep online attacken) from accessing its customera' personal Information, faces
challenges to design features
thai keep up with the changing

tactics used by online attackers,
explained Strickland.
the fear, Strickland says, is
that when companies offer free
soltware. the\ may be sloppy
in maintaining the high levels
of security necessary because
they have little Incentive to
spend the time and energy

Wednesday, August 30, 2006
5:00pm
Please mail or deliver the completed Off-Campus Local
Address Change Form to
The Office of Registration and Records,
110 Administration Building
or drop off the form at
one of the sites listed below:

Drop Locations:
Union Information Desk
Library, Circulation Desk
Administration Building, 1" Floor Hall
Office of Registration and Records

Under Renovation
Located on the corner olBlh and High $1.

Off-Campus Local Address Change Form
Use this form only if Off-Campus Local Address Change or
Correction is required. Contact the Office of Residence Life
to change residence hall or Greek unit address.
Name

Student ID POO

Street Address
City_

State

Zip

Local or Cell Phone #
Signature

Date
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required to do so. Therefore,
they offer software which may
he poori) tested, designed and
with little proof of the integrity
ol details such as the software's
module abilities.
IA en though these companies
encrypt the information being
shared, that alone does not keep
the consumer safe.
Strickland said that once
online attackers have broken
into the network (through weak
security) they set their computers to respond to specific commands. Unfortunately, many
times these commands record
the key strokes of the individuals, recording passwords,
credit card numbers and other
Information, which is then sent
directly to the computer of the
online attacker.
Cindy FullcT.communications
coordinator for the office of the
CIO agreed with Strickland and
lurlher noted if students are to
decrease their chances of being
a victim of identity theft they
must be self-directed in seeking
information on the risks.
"It all goes back to awareness
and responsibility," Fuller said.
Fuller said people must
keep themselves aware of the
inherent risks as well as make
responsible choices.
Furthering Fuller's position
on awareness, Strickland made
suggestions for students to keep
them safer from online attackers.
"Resist the temptation to
download software you don't
absolutely need," he said.
Also, once students install
their computers, Strickland
advises turning off additional,
unneeded software services,
enabling firewalls, seeking out
necessary patches and setting
personal security settings.
"The more we interact with
technology, the more we are at
risk," Strickland said. "All technology has dual uses. It amplifies both the good and, lunfortunatelyl.thebad."

Over 60% of
Orientation
Leaders are
Greek

SPORTS
SIDELINES

Judges go easy
on athletes in
court system

USA BASKETBALL
Lebron's role
changes:

Let's say, hypothetical!)-, that I
was in Hollywood and I shot
Lucy Liu on the set of her newmovie. You can believe that the
media would have a field day.
In fact, every media outlet in
the entire world would tune in
to hear about the crime of the
decade, and the murder would
most likely be the "breaking
news" story for two weeks. II
the jury was able to identify that
1 was the murderer, I'd be put
away for the rest of my life.
In theory, the concept of justice isn't dependent on the status
of the criminal, nor is it dependent on the statusof the victim. If
I shot Liu's barber's wife's second
grade teacher, there wouldn't be
a media frenzy, but you can bet
that the justice system isn't going
to be any more lenient than if
I were to shoot Liu herself. Nor
would the justice system show
any more leniency if Liu had
shot me. They aren't going to
issue Liu a ticket; depending on
the motivation and other outside factors of the situation, she's
either going to be put in jail or
put to death.
There are a few situations
where celebrity individuals "get
off the hook." It's almost as if
they have an actual "get out of
jail free" card. Celebrities like
Michael lackson, O.I. Simpson,
Kobe Bryant and R. Kelly had
a plethora of evidence against
them that it's possible to perceive that their celebrity slatus
kept them out of jail. But on the
other side of the coin, generally,
if an individual is convicted of a
crime, their sentencing isn't rerj
lax and doesn't change.
That doesn't seem to be the
case with the NCAA and the
University of Oklahoma. Rhett
Bomar was the quarterback for
the Sooners. and was a halfway
decent one at that. He threw for
a total 2,018 yards, and though
he didn't do much in comparison to his predecessor lason
White, he was named the MVP
of the Pacific Life Holiday Bowl
last year.
Early this month, however.

Lebron James has a different
role on the USA Basketball
team. James has becom?
less of a scorer and is using
his passing ability to aide his
team.

HIGH SCHOOL
O.J. Mayo may
move out of state:
May head to West Virginia
for his senior year.
See story Page 8

OSU FOOTBALL
Buckeyes face
tough opponents:
They'll play two MAC teams
including BG this season.
Also, arematch with Texas
will test their new defense.
See story Page 9

COUNTDOWN
CLASH IN
CLEVELAND
The BG football team
opens up its season in..

3 DAYS
OUR CALL
On the way up
The Cleveland Indians
have gone 14-5 since Aug.
9. That record is the best in
the majors. Pretty
good for a team
with a bunch of

See BOMAR | Page 8

AAA players on
the roster.

On the way down

James plays
different role
under Coach K

The hearts of Cleveland
Indians fans will sink when
the Indians make zero
quality moves in
the offseason and

By Andrew Bagnato

keep Joe Inglett.

The Associated Press

Tom Mastny and
finished the year well.

good start. Our offense has been
our strength so far, with ISwiger,
Domek, Meghan Mohr| hitting
over 40 percent"
The Falcons stumbled a bit in
the third game, as CSU came
out strong and did not let up.
The Vikings grabbed the lead at
14-13 and never looked back.
The Falcons would rally but fell
sin in. HG only hit 10 percent in
the game, making 11 errors. The
team made 11 errors in the first
two sets combined.
"We made some errors in the
third set that killed our chances and we had a chance to win
considering the closeness of the
score," Van De Walle said "We
seemed to lose focus a bit after
winning the first two games. It
may have seemed easy the first
two sets but we worked hard for
them and that loss of focus came
back to hurt us in the third."
BG finished the job in the fourth

SAITAM A, Japan — In his third
pro season, Cleveland's LcBron
lames became one of the \ BA's
prolific scorers, averaging 31.4
points per game and 30.8 in
the playoffs.
Then he went to lapan and
became... a point guard?
In the FIBA world championships, lames has averaged
12.5 points per game. He's third
among the Americans in scoring,
behind fellow captains Dwyanc
Wade (20.0 points) and Carmelo
Anthony (19.7).
lames isn't lighting up the
scoreboard. But he's making his
teammates better simply by being
on the court. As the U.S. prepares
to meet Germany in the quarterfinals tonight, (ames is second
on the team in assists, with 3.5
per game. That's fifth among the
tourney's remaining players.
"I still think that's the best thing
he does — his presence, especially the passing," coach Mike
Krzyzewski said. "He and Wade
are incredible passers."
lames had twice as manyassists (four) as baskets in the
U.S.' 113-73 rout of Australia in
the second round Sunday. He
scored five points.
It would be natural for a
world-class scorer to fret over
his point production. But lames
said he's not concerned with
his numbers.
"If anybody knows my game,
they know I don't play like that,''

See FALCONS | Page 6

See JAMES I Page 9

BRANDON HEISS

Shin-Soo Choo because they

■

STUFFED: Madeline Means goes up for a block against a CSU defender in last nights game Means finished the game with 12 kills. The Falcons ate now 1-1 on the season after last night's
victory. They will head lo Denver this weekend for three games and will not return home until Sept 22 but enjoyed their home crowd *l thought it was important to win the home opener.' Van
De Walle said "This team is where I e»pected them to be and that's good It's important to get off to a good start Our offense has been our strength so far. with [Swiger Domek. Meghan Mohr] hitting

The List

over 40 percent"

Our experts break down the
top 5 celebrity sports fans.
1. Spike Lee: When he's
not making great
movies, you will find him on
the sidelines of Knicks games
whether they're good or not.

2. Jack Nicholson:
Jack has spent more time
on the Lakers sidelines than
Pat Riley and Phil Jackson
combined. Literally.

3. Rudy Giuliani: He
was the mayor of New York
but he was a Yankee fan first
and can often be found at
the stadium.

4. Stephen King: A
lifelong Red Sox fan. King
even had a book where a
girl thought of closer Tom
Gordon to calm herself.

5. Billy Crystal: For
some reason he loves the
LA Clippers. He goes to all
of their games, even before
they were good.

Falcons down CSU 3-1
By Adam Midin
Reporter

The BGSU women's volleyball
team opened up the home
portion of their season last
night, defeating Cleveland
State University by a score of
30-22, 30-21, 28-30 and 30-17.
The team rebounded from a
season-opening loss at nationally ranked Notre Dame by
dominating the Vikings for
most of the match.
The team was led in kills again
by freshman Carey Domek. This
time she recorded 22 kills, with
Madeline Means and Corrie
Mills recording 12 each. The
Falcons had three players record
five blocks: Stephanie Swiger,
Meghan Mohr and Corrie Mills.
The win gives the Falcons a 1-1
record on the year while CSU
fell to 2-2.
"I'm impressed with how
IDomekl is doing as a freshman," said Coach Denise Van

"I'm impressed with how [Domek] is doing
as a freshman. Through two games she is
averaging over four kills a game and is transitioning well into the college game."
Denise Van De Walle I Coach

De Walle, "Through two games,
she is averaging over four kills a
game and is transitioning well
into the college game."
"I was getting good sets all
night fromChrissy |Gothke| and
that helped me perform like I
did," Domek said. "Also, playing in this environment with
the fans and students behind us
was exciting."
Swiger added that the crowd
was "amazing." She said they
brought some noise and
thought it was great to see for
the home opener.
The first game was a see-saw
battle between the two squads

until the Falcons were able to
stretch their lead to as large as
eight before finishing the set with
two CSU errors.
The second set followed the
form of the first, as the teams
battled for the first half of the
game evenly. Eventually, the
Falcons took eight of 10 points to
increase their lead to 19-14. After
that, there was no looking back as
CSU didn't draw closer than four
points for the rest of the game
"I thought it was important to
win the home opener," Van De
Walle said. "This team is where
I expected them to be and that's
good. It's important to get off to a
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FALCONS
From Page 7

game with dieir best game ol the
season. Ihc team raced ahead
early and never gave CSII much
of a chance, The Means had
some big blocks eariy. causing
CSU to lose points and the ion
fidence they had gained from
the previous game
"We were off hitting in ihe
third game bill we KM it hack
for the fourth, finding some
holes in the court that ma) 001
have been there In the third."
Swiger said. "We're doing well
as a team through two match
es. Practice will help us find the
problems and correct them
Our plan is to go to Denver and

get some wins."

"Our offense has been great
so far this year and the kill difTci
ential was great for us tonight,"
Van De Wallc said."(hir goal is to
go 24 percent tin attack in eat h
game and we did thai in three of
the four games."
The team will have little
time to rest, as they will practice Wednesday before heading
to Denver, lite team will play
Friday and twice Saturday in a
tournament against I )enver, (ill

Riverside and Northern Arizona
"Tomorrow we will definitely
be working on passing," Van IX'
Walle said. "That was our weakness tonight and it's a fundamental we have to have at all
times. Without the passing game
working, we will not be able to
ntn our offense and open up
the possibility of the other team
running theirs".
"Everyone is very excited as we
all know we can do a lot when we
get everything flowing," Domek
said 'With our crowd behind us
like it was tonight, we hope to
achieve our goals which include
winning our division in the MidAmerican Conference."
Ihe Neons will not be home
again at Anderson Arena until
Sept 22, when they will host
Toledo. They will have three
major road trips until then and
will be looking to be at the top of
their game when they open the
MAC season.
"We are all disappointed in
our passing but otherwise this
team is right where they need
in be al ibis point through two
matches," Van l)c Wallc said.
We are going to work on things
in practice and hopefully keep
this going in the next few weeks
while we are gone."
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Mayo may take his
services southward
By John Raby
The Associated Press

BBAH0ONWISS 1 IHfBGNSWS

BOUNCING BACK: Corey Domek makes a play on a ball in Tuesday night's game The
Fakons won three sets ro one against Cleveland State.

Simplifying Life
Maximizing Potentia
• Private Baths
• Free Internet
• Free Cable
• Washer & Dryer
in each Town Home
• Spacious Living Areas

We really do have it all.
Come over today and see
just how much we
can improve your
college experience.

HUNTINGTON. W.Va. — One
of the nation's best basketball
players may be leaving Ohio
and finishing his prep career at
I luntington High School.
Iluntington native O.I. Mayo
was at the school yesterday
morning with his grandfather,
Dwaine Barnes. When asked if
Mayo had enrolled at the school.
Barnes replied, "No. Not yet."
The two left the school without
further comment.
Mayo's mother is a graduate
of the school and lives in nearby
South Point, Ohio. His mother
did not immediately return telephone calls.
USA Today reported in yesterday's editions that Mayo would
transfer to the school, but principal Gregg Webb said Mayo was
not a student.
Cabell County schools spokesman Icdd I lowers said Mayo's
family requested that school
officials not comment.
Mayo is considered one of
the best incoming senior basketball players in the nation.
Iluntington coach I.loyd

BOMAR
From Page 7
an investigation resulted in the
findings that Homar was essentially being paid for work when
he wasn't actually working.
ESPN.com reported that he made
up to S18.000 when he wasn't
rieti working five hours a week.
Once ihe university was able to
confirm these accusations, he
was released from the team. The
expulsion was permanent.
Homar recently enrolled at
Sam Houston State University
where he will most likely play
football this season. He's not
required to sit out a year, but he's
required to wait for NCAA review
before he's eligible again.
Yes, you heard me Bowling
Green. A man who took money
from an undercover booster
organization is, most likely
going to be eligible to continue
his college football career without a skip in his step. The only
catch is that Sam Houston la
Division l-AA school) won't give
him the national publicity, nor
the statistics, that former Big 12
champion Sooners would have
offered. He'll probably still be
looked at by scouts and highlyregarded as he finishes up his
career, though. (South Dakota
State's Adam Vinatieri did pretty
well for himself).
This is a problem. Essentially,
the man committed a scam, and

McGuffin declined to comment
on Mayo's possible enrollment.
The 6-foot-5 Mayo is a twotime Associated Press Mr.
Basketball forOhio. He averaged
28.8 points per game last season at North College Hill High
School in Cincinnati.
Mayo's decision to return to
West Virginia may have been
sparked by a luly 10 ruling by
the Ohio High School Athletic
Association that said teammate
and fellow Iluntington native
Bill Walker was ineligible to play
his final year of high school.
ThetwohaveledNorthCollege
Hill to consecutive Division 111
state championships in Ohio.
Walker has said he will remain
at the school, even though he
can't play.
The 6-6 Walker averaged 21.7
pointsagameand 10.1 rebounds
last season. He was ranked only
behind Mayoamongthe nation's
best prep players.
Huntington has won consecutive Class AAA basketball
championships.
Returning
Huntington center Patrick
Patterson was named West
Virginia's basketball player of
the year last season.
the NCAA is in a position of giving Bomar theability to retain his
eligibility. In a move that affects
so many people, the NCAA can
actually ignore the situation and
act like it never happened.
Ultimately, this is saying that
the power of the NCAA is higher than that of our local, state
and federal governments. After
committing fraud, Bomar and
the job in which he "worked"
could possibly go home free.
While thousands of law-abiding
student athletes play hard in an
effort to hopefully one day make
it to the NET., Homar disregarded
ethics and work effort.
At the end of the day, most
of the different constituencies should have handled this
situation better than they did.
Oklahoma was in the clear as
they did exactly what should
have been done ... remove the
virus from the cell. The NCAA
should have already declared
that Bomar's eligibility — anywhere — be retracted. Sam
Houston shouldn't have even
thought twice about accepting
the player in question. The team
should have fought its Division
l-AA schedule with the integrity
it no longer has.
And most of all, the police
need to continue to investigate the issue. As of right now,
Bomar has been let off the
hook, but the role he played in
scamming the American people should not be forgotten.

New & Returning Students!
I Welcome
I
TWO Big Boy's FOR $3

Copper ¥>eech

I

Present this coupon to purchase two Big Boy®
Boys
sanHwirhes for $3.
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Dinp-In. Carry-Out
Pnrrv-Out or Drive-Thru.
Drivp-Thm I
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I
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■
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■
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I, Texas may
be tough on OSU
By Rusty MilUr
The Associated Press

Ohio -Overthe
pasl six weeks, the Ohio State
Buckeyes have heard again
and again about how good
they're going to he.
After all thai talk, it's now
time to prove it.
"Nooneknowsifweteagood
football team until we lino up.
COLUMBUS.

coach Rm ftessel said yesterday
The No. 1-ranked Buckeyes
take on Northern Illinois
on Saturday,
opening a
September in which they play
three ranked teams.
"We play a lot of great teams
the first month," center Doug
Dadsh said. "It does help us
focus on the task al hand. You
look at those names, it's not
Sister Man' School of the Blind
we're playing. Those are some
of the toughest games we'll
have all year."
While Trcsscl said he isn't certain of the caliber of his team.
the sixth year head coach said
he had no doubt about the

Buckeyes' first opponent
"We said long ago that this
is going to he a great opener
because they give you all die different pressures that you could
possibly have and they are a
fighting, lough, nasty bunch,1'
Tressel added. "We know they're
good. They're going to come in
hen with nothing on their mind

other than a victory"
That's the way it is ihrougliout
the early going for the Km byes
Of course, in Ufcek Two they hit
the road to lake on No 3 lens in
a highly anticipate rematch from
a year ago The 1i inglii irns scored
late to win 25-22 on then waj to
their first national title since 1969.
After that first road trip, the
Buckeyes host Cincinnati and
the team the; tiedfbrtheBigTen
title last year, 19th-ranked flen.ii
State, before hitting the road for
a night game at No. Hi Iowa.
It all starts with Northern
Illinois, picked to win the Mid
American Conference title The
Huskies are coming offa"
son in which they lost two games

by a point apiece (Northwestern,
Akron in the MAC championship game) and another in inet
time (Akron again, this time in

the regular season).
While every Ohio State fan is
already talking nonstop about
the second go-round with the
Longhoms, the Buckeyes say
the only game on their mind is
against Northern Illinois.
"I believe it with all my
heart,'' quarterback Troy Smith
said. "Every game is an Increment or step you have to lake.
Northern Illinois is the lirM step,
The games alter will come but

"No one knows if
we're a good football
team until we
line up."
Jim !•
we have to deal with Northern
Illinois first."
I lie chief concerns for Ohio
State are intertwined. I lie
Buckeyes have new starters at
linebacker and in die secondary, while Northern Illinois has
a tailback (Garretl Wolfe) who
averaged 176 yards rushing a
game last season.
" I he biggest thing is not
to get moved out ol the way.
defensive tackle QuirUI I'itcock
said. "Their biggest scheme
is trying to get Garretl Wolfe
going straight ahead Once
lie gels a head ol Steam, lie's
tough to stop."
I he Buckeyes haven't been
busy watching "Invincible" or
Tafladega Nights I he Ballad
of Ricky Bobby" I he video
machines al the Wood) Haves
Athletic ('enter have been humming with teplaysol the I luskies
against Michigan in the 2005
season opener.

Wolfe

|ust 5 looi 7, 177

pouiulsi streaked for 148 yards
on 17 carries, including a 76\ aril mil.
The Huskies also have quarterback Phil 1 Ionian, who completed 71 percent ol his passes
lasi season. He had a respectable game against Michigan,
hitting !7-of-25 passes for 21X1

Veteran QBs sign,
Browns next7
By Tom Withers
The Associated Press
Bl 111 A, Ohio- I he Oakland
Haiders dusted oil.id \ car-old

leff George, and the Tennessee
Iiianssignediiicweii traveled
Kerry ( ollins as a backup. Will
the Cleveland Biow ns be the
next team to sign a veteran
\i i quarterback?
Coach Romeo Crennel hasn't

ruledOUI that possibility.
"The door is not closed on
that." he said yesterday.
lor months, the Browns
have been exploring the potential of bringing in a seasoned
quarterback as a No. 2 behind
Charlie Frye, then second-year
OB who was handed the starting job when Trent Dilfet was
traded this spring
Crennel has been pleased
with lives progress during
training camp and the pre
season, However, backups ken
Dorsey has just Id starts, and
I terek \ndeison has none.

Crennel is still toying with
the idea ol adding another

experienced quarterback
"lust because it's the last
preseason game, it doesn't
mean you are going to close

the door. Crennel said as the
Browns prepared for their
final exhibition game against
Chicago Thursday night.
Whether thai door is open jus)
a 11.II k haifwaj m Bung wide al
the hinges is anybody's guess.

JAMES

yards with one interception In a
33-17 setback.

From Page 7
lames said after a learn USA

Already,
some national
publications have pinpointed the importance ol two or
three or lour big games for
the Buckeyes. Inn offensive
stars Smith and receiver/
returner 'led Ginn Ir.) have
their own Web sites touting

workout this week. "I pla) jusi
in help our team win. Whatever
out Ham needs for us to try and
win ballgames, dial's what I'm
going to do.
"i i an go inn there and take
no shots, but if I can rebound
and assisi and pla) defense
and help our team win, that's
what I'm going lo be." lames
said. "I nevei cared about personal statistics. Never. Never in
my life."
Skeptics said highly paid NBA

them for the Heisman Trophy,
Comparisons are being drawn
between the cm rent team and
the one that won seven games
by seven or fewer points in
2002 to go 11-0 and win the
national championship.
It's heady stun" - the kind of
stuii dial can distract a learn
from the task al hand.
"It's an honor to be named
No. i." said defensive tackle
David Patterson, with Pltcock
tin- onh two starters back on
defense. "Bui al die same time,
at Ohio Stale there are always
die expectations of making ii
to a national championship
everj year, n we just keep our
foCUS and play one game al a
tune, that will be the best way to
achieve our goals."
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But Crennel
has been
Bl i muddle league long enough
to understand the Importance
of having a quarterback ready
and wailing in case of an injury or if Frye doesn't perform
up to expectations.
The Browns have continual!) scanned the waiver wire
lo see what might be available,
and the latest name to appear
is Y| l-eclcy a one nine starter
for Philadelphia and Miami.
who was cut In the San DiegC
Chargers on Monday
( lennel said the Browns will
examine leeley's case to see il
he could help them.
"I think we will take a look
al him lo see how much interest we have," he said. "I'm not
going to say il we have interest
or not. I think we have to do
due diligence with the trout

office, the personnel depart'
ment our coaches, and then
lake a look from there."
With Collins going to the
lilans, another name thai
could be kii ked around al
Browns headquarters is Billy
Volek,
lennrssee's current
Starter who is holding things
down until Vtnce Young is
ready to takeover.
in the meantime, Crennel
said he might alternate I torsey
and Anderson as his second
stringer on a weekly basis.
"The) havedone well enough
that il could be close throughout the season," Crennel said.

Stats would not pui aside then
egos to join the sort ol team
effort needed to succeed in the
international game. But that's
what has happened.
I iisi.UailrucnilokiA/cwski
and volunteered to come oil the
bench. And now lames says lies
content to be a seconder) scot
Ingoption foi [earn us\
All dns unselfishness has
made the 6-0 Americans appear
unbeatable at limes.
They take the shots when
they're open, the) don't force
anything and they share the
ball well." Australian guard C.|.
Biuion said.
Krzyzewski
downplayed
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To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved
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Create and solve your
SudoKu puzzles for FREE.
Play Supe, Surjoku and win nrlzes at

SUDOKU
lames' seining stats. II you put
the number ol minutes that he's
playing with the number of minutes that he's played in ('lc\ eland,
Ins scoring more per minute
than he would,'' Krzyzewski said.
"If he scores ibis much in a IIIminute game, bed be averaging
; i points a game
Thais the problem with
stats," Krzyzewski said. "I ook al
number of minutes, not the end
thing. 'Oh, he's averaging this
amount." They're playing less
suns weren't on lames
mind when he signed up for

a three-year commitment to
ream USA, through the 2008
Olympics in Beijing.

"I committed, for one, to have
fun." lames s.nd "It's been everything I expected and more"
lames played on the 2004 U5.
Olympic team, which earned
,i disappointing bronze medal
in \lhens. lames averaged 5.4
points pel game coining oil the
bench for I an) Brown. He said
he's having more lun this time.
"Its a much hellei experience
now than2004," lames said, "lust
the whole atmosphere, guys
being around each oilier, having inn. laughing, joking I don't
know win its thai better of an
atmosphere, hut it is. And when
you see il. you've got lo call il like
Mill see it."
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Tropical storm hits Florida, not as
powerful as forecasters predicted
By Laura Widas-Munoz
The Associated Press

MIAMI — Tropical Storm
F.rnesto sloshed rather than
slammed ashore — surprising forecasters by tailing
to strengthen Tuesday as it
approached Florida and providing relief to hurricaneweary residents.

Briefly a hurricane Sunday,
Ernesto lost much of its
punch crossing mountainous
eastern Cuba.
The storm crossed the
llorida Straits with top sustained winds of 45 mph
before making landfall as a
weak tropical storm at 11:30
p.m. on Plantation Key, about
60 miles southwest of Miami,
forecasters said.
"Fortunately it didn't get too
big," said David Kiulduck of the
American Red Cross. "It was
the little train that couldn't."
That was good news for
Florida, the victim of seven
hurricanes since 2004.
"Frankly, I am surprised it
has not strengthened," said
Max Maylield, director of the
National Hurricane Center.
"But for all those thousands
and thousands of people with
blue-tarped roofs, that's good
news.... As a homeowner, I'm
very happy. As a forecaster,
I'm not very happy."
As the threat of damaging
winds abated, rain became
the biggest concern, and
police distributed thousands
of sandbags in the low-lying

Miami suburb of Sweetwater.
Five to 10 inches of rain was
possible, forecasters said.
Accidents on rain-slickened
expressways killed at least
two people.
A Miami woman died after
the car in which she was riding hydroplaned and struck a
palm tree, and a motorcyclist
was killed near Boca Raton
after skidding and being
struck by two other vehicles.
Still, officials had feared
much worse weather. In the
Keys, Monroe County emergency management director
Irene Toner smiled as she
watched steady rain fall.
This is great," she said.
"Compared to what it could
have been, we are fortunate,"
On Miami Beach, usually
vibrant Lincoln Road was quiet,
and many businesses closed
early. Among those finding food
at an Italian restaurant was actor
Mickey Rourke with his dog I.oki,
wearing a pink argyle sweater.
"What storm?" Rourke said.
"This is nothing."
The state had been ready to
respond with 500 National Guard
members and another 500 state

law enforcement officers,
"I his does not look like a catastrophic event, but we always
want to be ready," Homeland
security Secretary Michael
Chertoff said in Tallahassee.
He attended Katrina anniversary events earlier in the day in
l-ouisiana and Mississippi.
Ernesto was forecast to
move up the middle of the

state and exit on the northeast coast by early Thursday,
moving into the Atlantic and
potentially gaining hurricane strength before hitting
Georgia or the Carolinas.
NASA scrubbed Tuesday's
launch of Atlantis. The space
agency began moving the shuttle
backtoitshangartoproteclitfrom
the storm, then reversed course
later in the day when forecasters
predicted tliat winds would not
he as severe as initially feared.
"It is always difficult to forecast intensity," Mayfield said.
"We've been very honest with
people about that."
Tropical storm watches or
warnings remained in effect
for much of coastal llorida. A
hurricane watch was posted
for the coasts of Georgia and
the Carolinas.
At 11 p.m. EDT, Ernesto was
hoveringjust off Plantation Key,
centered over warm open water
in the Florida Straits, about
65 miles south-southwest of
Miami. It was moving northnorthwest at B mph.
Across populous south
Florida, residents scurried to
make last-minute preparations
before bunkering down.
Lines formed early in the
morni ngat groceries.gasstat ions,
pharmacies and home supply
stores, and many schools were
closed through Wednesday.
The storm was especially
worrisome for thousands of
residents still awaiting repairs
to damage from hurricanes in
2004 and 2005.
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Running Specials
2006/2007
Call 353.5800
Visit Online
www.meccabg.com

48
43
44
45
47
49
50
53
56
57
58
59

Dated
Black or White
Shoebox letters
Pack away
Gloomy aura
Detailed design, for short
_ de mer
Message on a package
_ Hawkins Day
Tracks to NYC
Palo __, CA
Sanctity

>
ACROSS
1
5
9
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
23
24
25
26
27
28
31
34
35
36
40
41

Seethe
Con artist's project
Where Franco ruled
Writer Ambler
Mata
Cellist Casals
Seaweed extract
"Picnic" playwright
Map within a map
Message on an envelope
9-digit ID org.
Collar type
Actor Pern
Gl mail drops
Tie-breaker periods: abbr.
Actress Leom
Betel palm
Tavern brew
Close securely
Message on a postcard
Behold: Lat.
QB Marino

60 Capital of Samoa
61
62
63
64

British gun
Selling point
New York baseball team
Yarn
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THINKING ABOUT GRAD SCHOOL? LAW SCHOOL? MED SCHOOL?
CALL THE WORLD LEADER IN TEST PREP
GMAT

GRE

MCAT

LSAT

DAT

NCLEX

KAPLAN

WWW.KAPTI-ST.COM

'BARTENDING' up to S300'day No
exp necessary. Training provided.

PACE Tumble-Cheer
instructors wanted.
Inquire at meredit@bgsu.edu

WANTED: FLUTE TEACHER
for adult beginning student.
rklein@bgsu.edu

Services Offered

Help Wanted

Cily of Bowling GreenParks & Recreation Department
Senior Program Specialist
Pay Range $7.00 - $7.50 per hour
Part-time, temporary position
Assisls Aquatics-Fitness Manager
and Fitness Specialist with Community Center fitness operations: staffing the fitness facilities, assists pa
tron with use of equipment and participating in exercise and wellness
programs. Knowledge of community
center staffing and programming related to fitness programs and services in a municipal parks and recreational setting preferred. Position
is pan-time, temporary without fringe
benefits. Work may involve irregular
hours including night, holiday, and
weekend hours. Employment will not
exceed six (6) months. Applications
are available through the City's Personnel Department. M-F from 8:00
a.m. • 4:30 p.m.. top floor of the City
Administrative Services Building
304 N. Church St., Bowling Green.
Ohio. Resumes alone are unacceptable Personnel Department: (419)
354-6229 or (419)354-6200. Email:
BG Personnel^ boo hio.org City Web
www.bgohio.org. Deadline lor making application. September 6, 2006
at 4:30 p.m. The Personnel Department will be closed on September
4th EECvAA

ROCKS
ROCKS
Collectors or Tumbling Phosphorescent collection & coprolite. black coral, cypress & cactus wood. 14560
Greensburg Pike. Portage Fri 9 1;
8 30-4 and Sat 9/2; 830-noon.

Jack & Jill Childcare now open until
midnight. 2 1/2 yrs. & potty trained
to 13 yrs old 419-353-1001.

EVERY WEDNESDAY
BURGER BAR

MR BILL'S CAMPUS TANNING
1 monlh UNLIMITED $29.50
3 months UNLIMITED $69.50
(419)352-7889

Private Chinese lessons lor beginners & students ol intermediate &
advanced levels of Chinese, offered
by a Chinese Graduate student at

Learn a skill for life. Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship Check us
out at Sandersonstables com

ATTENTION

SOPHMORES
& JUNIORS

Century Marketing is looking for part
lime temporary employees for their
Call Center Must work at least 3-4
hrs a day. M-F between 12pm-7pm
w/ minimum of 2 days a week Cnte
ria needed: good communication
skills - both written & oral, good listening skills, self motivated, quick
learner, computer savvy, detail oriented, motivated by $. able to sit &
talk on the phone, bilingual (Spanish) a plus. Pay is minimum wage
plus 5%commission. Qualified interested candidates should forward
their resume to:
Century Marketing.
HRICentury Direct.
12836 South Dixie Highway
Bowling Green OH 43402
Or fax: 419-352-4320. or email:
drumschlaglScmcgp.com
EOEM.F.V
WEDNESDAY IS
BG BURGER DAY
Lunch & Dinner
MCDONALD DINING

Kidz Watch now hiring care givers
for days. eves., weekends. Fun atmosphere, flex scheduling, exp. with
children preferred Send resume or
apply in person to Kidz Watch. 580
Craig Dr. #2. Perrysburg OH 43551
Babysitter needed in my home. 1
child. 5 mo's. old Nights. Please call
for more info. 419-669-3265.
Church Seeking Nursery Attendant
2 hrs Sunday mornings. Own transportation needed Contact: Claude
Kilpatrick. 419-353-5053

with the

SAAFE program
to help with

sexual assault
survivors.

Wed. Sept. 6th

CONTACT INFORMATION

Julie Broadwell
at

419.352.9504
ext. 3505 or

lbroadwe©bc.wcnet.org
for an application

BehavtoralConnections

Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

Customer Experience Evaluators
ft Edltort/M hr.
Our Perrysburg firm has part-time
in-house positions available Two
types positions are available, i)
You'll call our clients' locations posing as a potential customer and go
through a sales and/or service process. You'll then complete an online
report, detailing the call. 2) You'll
proofread reports mystery shoppers
submil on line. Complete training
provided. Computer experience and
grammar skills required. Hours and
days are flexible. Mon -Sun 9 a.m.
9 p.m. Interested candidates please
bring a resume and apply in person
at IntelliShop 801 W South Boun
dary (43551). Please refer to for
company info
Afternoon child care needed in Perrysburg. 3:30 - 6pm, most after
noons. Car required 419 872-1228.

Be a volunteer

at 5 p.m.

Palmer House
202 Palmer Ave
4 bdrm I bath
Basement garage
Washer/Dryer included

ff

Most senior
Soul
Neon fish
Ouzo flavoring
Pilfer
Valletta's nation
Soviet farm
Sierra
Painter Frans
Jack of oaters
Play group
Govt. S support grp.

Roommate Needed. LJ Apts. Immed
occupancy. $212/mo. & util. $100
sec. dep req Call Laura 440-785 4520

Deadline
for applications is

Management Inc.

..

Dolphins" author
Abu Dhabi loc.

Historic period

Travel with STS to this year's top 10
Spring Break destinations1 Best
deals guaranteed! Highest rep commissions Visit www ststravel.com or
call 1-800-648-4849. Great group
discounts

Management Inc.

Findlav Pike Apis.
111/113 FindlayPk
Portage On
LARGE 3 & 2 bdrm Apis
Garaue for I vehicle
Staring at $475/mo
+ utilities
Moments from BG

p"

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

For Sale

shaoli@bgnet bgsu.edu

Management Inc.

"

Phobias
Yens
Sporty Mazda
Hosiery hue
Japanese religion
Pound's poetry
Inert gaseous element
_ van der Rone
Porcupine's defense
Bamboo lover
No-shows
Robert of "The
Sopranos"
38
13 "To be or _ to be..."
21 Discharge a debt
39
44
22 Organic compound
26 Pang
45
46
27 Comda cry
48
29 I'm all __!
30 Opposite of awealher 49
3t Bowls over
50
32 Eastern staple
51
52
33 Reckless antics
53
34 Barley bristle
54
35 "Pygmalion" playwright
55
56
37 "Island of the Blue

a^nm.

Help Wanted

BGSU Fee $15/hr. Contact 419352-7841 or email

Hillsdale Apts.
10X2 Fairview Ave
2 bilrnis / 3 bdrm Twnh
Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal
Air Condition/Washer/
Dryer in 2/3 bdrm.
Carports
BGSU Bus Shuttle

1

"■•"»

Help Wanted

Lunch: 11-2
Dinner: 4:30-7
Founders Food Court

Management Inc.

■
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Wanted
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1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

2 Day Advance Ticket Sales
INVINCIBLE IPS)
1304:1571X1930
HOW TO EAT FRIED WORMS (PC) 100310
520 7.30945
lEERFSSTim
1454:207109:50
»CCEPTED|P(i-13| I 00 3 15 5 30 7 45 1000
SNAKES ON A PLANE H11 00 4 00 7:00 9 40
MATERIAL GIRLS |PC> 1 00 3 10 5 20 7 30 9 45
PULSE (PC-Ill
1403:155:20720920
STEPuPlPC-1!)
1:304:15710940
WORLD TRADE CENTER (PO-tl) 1004 00
7 00955
TALLADEGA NIGHTS: THE BALLAD OF RICKY
B0BBVIP0-11I
115 4107 05930
BARNYARD THE ORIGINAL PARTY
ANIMALSlPCI
100310520730940
PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN DEAD MAN'S
CHEST [PC-Ill
''5425740
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From Only $485!
On selected floor plans
• Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance
• Patio
• Spacious kitchen
• Pets welcome!

FREE HEAT
V*HUr> IQOMI
AMRTaMNTI

N

4«3-a86<

*
l!M'IY\ Ut.lli.UPI.il
WlNIMY-nil'KWM'AIJSFArc.AIJ SHOWS H.50
mii.A> SINDAVAU .SUTS.AU siHmsH.so
THE ANT BULIY(W) 1 *0 3 10 5 10 7109:10
CLICK |»G-13)
1 20 3 20 5:20 7:20 9 20
A PRAIRIE HOME COMPANION |PG-13| 1:30
4:00 7:00920
CARS(Gi
1204 15 7:009:30
THE 0A VINCI CODE (PG-13, 1:304:30 7:30
RV(P0)
100305510720930

H ami LAW
1

1 ShoppnOn
1 SouthM*
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VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
419-353-7715

r£>

Perrysburg family seeks energetic
student to care for 3 yr. old son in
our home. Must be available to stay
over night & care for 7. 13, & 14 yr
old Irom time to time. M & F 9-4.
Tues.. Weds.. Thurs. 8-12. $7 hr.
419 872-6222.
WEDNESDAY
OODLES OF NOODLES
Lunch.11-2
Dinner: 4:30-7
FOUNDERS FOOD COURT
Receptionist Office Admin. Grami
next
L.IC.
is
seeking
a
Receptionist
Office Admin for our manufacturing
plant. Individual needs to have excellent customer service skills.
Knowledge of Ihe Microsoft Office
programs (Excel. Word, etc.) is a
plus. Some Wing & other office duties as assigned To apply please
fax resumes to 419-278-1042, email
a: Ivandemark;.: grammex.com or
fill out an application at our plant 2300 County Road C, DeshlerOH
43516
TEAM GYMNASTICS COACH
NEEDED.Level 4. Tues. 5-8:30m
Thurs 5 8, Sat. 11-1:30. Perrysburg
Gymnastics Center 419-874-9383.
Trie Brand Name Warehouse Clothing Sale is coming: Brand Name
Warehouse, a liquidator ol the hottest brands in the country, is looking
for Setup'teardown. cashiers and
floor recovery assistants for our
clearance sale running Sept. 4 thru
Sept. 8 @ The Bowen-Thompson
Student Union. Please e-mail us at.
employment@bnwsale.com.
For Sale
'99 Chrysler LHS Power package,
premium.wheels. CD player, new
battery, hwm 140,000. $4,400. 419874-4173.
Computer cabinet on wheels.
Dark cherry - like new. $125.00
419-353-9621
Dell desktop computer, Windows XP
w< desk S chair $200 OBO.
419-575-1225.
GET CHEAP TEXTBOOKS!
Search 24 bookstores with 1 cltckl
http://www.bookhq.com

For Rent
** Rooms. 2 & 3 bdrm avail now.
next to campus, close to downtown.
Call 419-353-0325 9am -9pm
1 bdrm.. $395 mo plus elec S deposit. 9 & 12 mo lease available.
854 8th St 419-392 3354
2 Oedrm apt. in Perrysburg. next to
175. $450mo., pay electric only. Call
419-260-3861
3 bdrm. house. 1 block from shuttle.
Garage. A/C. W/D hookup NO
PETS. $750 & util 419-353-8208.
3 br. home on Crim. Nice ngbrhd.Lg.
liv rm. kit., util rm. w washer & dryer
Cent, air 3 mm walk to campus.
Avail, now. 352-7090.
Attordable 1 bdrm.. quiet & cozy.living room. Iireplace, kitchen $395
mo. plus electric 419-654-5716.
Copper Beech Town Homes Single
unit apt looking tor 1 sublsr. ASAP
or looking lor Spr. Sem. Fully turn,
spacious kit. brand new appliances.
W/D. A/C. central heat, breaklast
bar. hi-spd cable & internet incld. in
rent $650 mo 216-538-0061
dansolo@bgsu.edu
Cozy, quiet house in BG. West end.
Ideal lor single adult. App'l. (urn No
pets or smoking. Call 419-832-1951.

WEDNESDAY
ITALIAN NIGHT
$7.95 All You Care To Eat
4:30pm - 7pm
COMMONS BUFFET

Grad students & mature undergrads
1 & 2 bdrm apts. Close to campus.
Avail. Aug. 7. Info: Gary 352-5414.
Retired teacher & professor will
share house with graduate student
or other professor. 5 bdrm.. 2 wood
burning fireplaces, wooded lot. $255
mo. incld. partial util. Call after 7 &
leave message 419-352-5523.
Rooms for rent, private entrance.
Historic house 427 N Main SI.

386-405-3318

